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$60,363 RAISE FOR EDGAR KAISER 
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" " in f la t io  " " " °  s ,gnore  ant , -  n gu,del,n o  
~! ~/ : ! . ! i '  ' ' " " ' : " " "zationsclsem" ~:i ~I/~.NCOUVER (CP) -- board, said that when the erease will be approved, he the guidelines if their_car- A fourmwaytoevadetbe are.  m.ost prevatant . for  _e~_ .ali., . . . . .  e...K~ser di~lber~ Thornbrough,  
~! "~iir ly-wage..earners !n board looks at corporate said. .. . porate respodslb'.dities have guioednes i mrougn equm- ~ni~e~ ~m~es execuuves r~elveu ,m,,-~.. m x~,o. 
~:'~ i i !OR, are oeing held m. salaries, it places senior ~ne ouicer might receive increased or they have ization payments, whereby working s n Canada, where Under Canad!an law, president o f  Massey- 
~mum $~.,-400 annua~ officers into one group, an inci'ease of ,,,000, while re ceived:a promotion. . an ex.ecu.~ive is paid in.ex- ~.eome taxes are much ,eom~a~ no~ua. . .~  rergdson Ltd. of Toronto, 
~ i  lne~reases by wage and price As long as the average the other executives receiye Large nonuses can exeeea .eess ox nis. normm .~.~.ary n~..ne.r. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '--'- executive ~ari"?'~n~l'on~'v hada X076 salary of ~zs,ms, 
"~ " delines while some of lar increase of each token increases to keep the the guidelines if they are ueeause ne dyes in a mgner namer smo me ,uu~ oz, . ,  . . . . . . . . .  ~ o~_ / and was the highestl~id 
~i~ ~l r  bos~.s "are getting ~m~er  of the group does group average~at $2,400.., paid as a reward for .~- cost of living region.• . .~0. ,Sin m~_~_se_.f.ell under ~vetOn~orPO~eto~l  f.or executive in a survey of 2 ;  
i~ ~ge increases up to 30 not exceed $2,400. the in- Exeoutivosmsoeanevaoe. proving company profits. ~qumization paymenm ms compa.n~, ~ ,..~ . . . . . . . . . .  ,.~,o , , - ,  companies in the mining, manufacturing and liquor- 
::~, ~ ,  more than that by • ., " . . . .  '" " " . . . . . . .  • . . . .  " preducingseetors.-" 
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~i !~= Edgar Kaiser Jr., ~f f~ ~ /~f f f~ ld~ . . . . . .  ~ ' I  ~.~, .n~tNN|L  president, increased his 
'. ::. i.)resldent qnd chief ~/~i | / / t~7)~i~ " t [ [~1~11~[V~ '" ~ ~ ~ ~ "~-'~ ~FAITV salaryby more than $15,000. 
• :: ,i~V.ecutive officer of Kaiser Jg  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ MM . .._ - ~ ~ \ ~... ~ . \  . . . .  . . , . -  . to $230,301. J. G. Stalger, . ,  
• ' l~ources  Ltd., took a pay ~ from ~ .~-~, ,~ A - - - - M M , 4 ~  ~ t ~  ~ ~ ~ . . Y~. , ,  I T~ senior v ice-pres ident  
~: /.Jncrease0f~t0,3631astyear • I I ' 1  I • ! 1  • I !1  ml  I u,t , , ,  receiveda~,000mereaseto 
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i~ ~a:~siX-ver cent increase On I~k4mlk lmP l~J  ~ I V  q .ram, ~L  V ~ ~ ~ ' ~ , , .  e , ,  c,,,,,'~, chairman and chief 
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Stormy protest unnerves  I gat s 
i leaders p,cketed 
• ....... :/:: 
at dockside in Kitimat : 
. "  , ,  
• ~.-~... 
• ; .~.. , !  ~: 
; , , .~ /  
• With signs reading "KPL 
means UIC for fishermen," 
"They can turn water into 
oil," and "The best 
politicians money can buy,' I 
about 100 pror~smrs lhiee 
the road outside the gates of 
the ' Alcan aluminum 
smelter in Kitimat, Friday, 
voicing their strongly-felt 
opposition to the proposed 
Kitimat oilpert. . 
The demonstrators ,  
representing a variety of 
organizations protesting the 
supertanker-p~peline • 
project, were noisy but 
controlled as they taunted 
delegates to the North 
Cent ra l  . Mun ic ipa l  
Association convention. Th . _ .  one particularly vociferous 
e convemioneers nag nrotester began nonndin~ on' 
earlier met a waterborne ~e trunk." No damage 
b l~ade at Har, tley:..l~y. ,,~.O~=~j~pear~ to:haVe b~en done/, 
miles soumwest at Kitima, The crowd continued to 
and easily weathered the shout at Banyay, imploring 
confrontation..But as signs him to stop and listen to 
were banged against win- their concerns. But the 
daws on the busses carrying car's windows remained 
them "to receptions in tightly rolled on; there was 
downtown Kitimat, they n~ ~isible or audible 
appeared unnerved anda bit resnonse from inside. 
.confused..  One de leg~ e T~e protestors chose 
wonoereu mOua ac way e NCMA delegates as me 
protestors had ~esen this brunt of their verbal attacks" 
group to be singled out. because cruise organizers 
."Don't they. r.eailz.e we had accepted a $25,000 
•wm nave notmng mao won donation from Kitimat • ~,-,rlving .at Kitimat port, NCMA delegates were 
them as busses carrying : ,~igreeted by angry protesters 
downtown crawled throu_o_u__gh a. corridor of signs, shouts, i loud but peaceful demonstration.. 
and scowls. Nobody was f i~ed'b/" arrested in.the 
By ALLAN KRASNICK 
the final decision?" he 
asked the Herald. 
The busses moved slowly 
out of the smelter gates. 
The only physical in- 
timidation occured when" an 
automobi le  car ry ing  
Kitimat's acting mayor, Joe 
Banyay, proceeded through 
the corridor of picketers. 
"There's rear admiral Joe 
Banyay," came the voice 
over the bullhorn. "How 
does it feel to be a sell-out, 
Joe?" 
While demonstrators 
booed and walked in front of 
the vehicle with their signs, 
if  
!ENNETT IN NO RUSH • GREENPEACE VESSEL OVERTURNED 
D RECONVENEHOUSE Blockade  leaves  pa i r  sopp ing  
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- '  
Grecnpeace zodiac (located above just at the bow of 
the Prineesa) was capsized when the cruise ship's 
captain sped up to break through the blockade at the 
mouth of Douglas Channel. 
message, tile source ex- 
plained. 
But when the flotilla 
greeted the cruise vessel, 
convent ioneers  were  
assaulted with obscenities 
and antagonistic speeches, 
he said. 
When representatives of
Greenp~ce took a 
megaphone to address the 
delegates, they heard: 
"I just want to say that it 
makes us sick that you 
haven't got the decency to 
stop and listen to people who ~ 
have made their living off 
these waters for thousands 
of years. 
"This is thekind of op- 
position you're going to run 
into and.we're all going .to 
keep earning back unUl we 
stop you in your tracks. 
"The native people are 
against it (the pipel ine. 
projoct)~ the fishermen are 
against it, anyone with half 
a brain is against it, 
"Sooner or later you are 
going to have to smarten up. 
You have no right to do 
this." 
' Shortly before the ship 
docked at Kitimat, an eight- 
page tabloid was distributed 
to passengers. Called 
Corridors to Tomorrow, the 
pamphlet, wr i t ten  and 
published by Howard 
Mitchel l  of Vancouver, 
owner of the Northern 
Sentinel, extoled the virtues 
of the pipeline proposal. 
Even t'nough Kltlmat 
Pipeline Ltd. donated 
$25,000 to help defray 
convenuon co#m, sources 
indicated the company 
played a low key role dm'ing 
me voyage. H anything; tl~ 
Herald was told, "The 
p ipe l ine  company 
executives were con- 
spicuous by their absence. 
Any lobbying was done in 
the oil companies' rooms.". 
it will be several 
reeks, before ~ the 
hol iday:"  " : ' 
Bennett has in- Pointing out that the•  The cruise vessel Princess . ~i" 
legislature has already been Patricia, carrying delegates 
~eks., in session three months this to the annual convention of 
When the legislation ad- 
journed early last month, 
there  were opposition 
demands for a firm date for 
resu~ning sitting. 
reconvened. 
attendin~ a 
t fund-raining 
urdav, sa id  
~ 
Pipeline Ltd., prime 
backers of the Kitimat- 
Edmonton pipeline.' The 
money was donated witht he 
provision that the Princess 
Patricia cruise ship follow 
the route which :super- 
tankers would• take if they • 
carried Alaskan oil to a 
Kitimat terminal. 
Two busloads of 
~trotestors from Prince 
pert.formed the majority 
of demonstrators. ~ They 
included r~prosentatives of 
the United Fishermen and 
Allied Workers Union, the 
Amalgamated 
Shoreworkers,. the Prince 
Rupert and Kitima~-Terrace 
• Labour Councils, the 
Canadian Association of 
Smelter and Allied 7~orhers, 
' ~"'- ~" ~ ~" e 
Ruper t - i$~  OUr .~ i~,  
environm~tal g~p~;: • ~: 
A fisherman ]~roi~i Pr i z~ 
Rupert expressed '.tlib 
feeling "of ,many "when he 
said, "I can't see any reason 
for the pipeline or the" 
tankers except to satiny 
U.S. demands." 
He .said he was disturbed 
not only by the apparent 
willingness of most people in 
the area to be used, but also 
by Skeena MP Iona Cam-" 
pagnolo's "sudden on- 
slanght of deafness, dumb- 
ness and blindness" to.the 
• Kitimat pipeline .proposal. 
She has taken no sub- 
stantive _position to date, 
declaring her intention to 
await the results of the 
Thompson commission of 
inquiry ~fore expressing 
her position. • . 
"I can't understand why 
Iona hasn't said anything, '~ 
the fisherman continued. "I 
know her personally and she 
doesn't seem like the type 
not to say anything." 
"O r maybe she's just too 
busy with her little cabinet 
~isition to be worried.about 
s." 
"A lot of people in Prince 
Rupert think she has  
forgotten them," he said. 
"Especially the Indians mid 
the fishermen. ''~ • ' 
Another Prince Rupert 
fisherman said he owns a 
boat and wants to stay a 
resident of the city. "When I
want oil," he said, '.'I want 
to go to town ,to get it, not 
serape it off the beach." 
A young native woman 
from Kincolith, who  is 
~ar ,  thepremier said it will the North Central Municipal 
longest session in the Association, gave but tokert 
history of the British acknowledgement o a 
Columbia legislature, waterborne blockade at the 
mouth of Douglas 'Channel, 
Friday. The shi~'s captain, 
Pendry Harris, mowea own 
when he was confronted by a 
flotilla of 25 boats at Hartley 
B[, 40 miles southwest of 
Kitimat, but then sped up 
S~cial 
depe~d on  Whether, 
nment legislation is 
and added-it could 
',either• in June or 
'after the July 1st 
• '~i /~ REFERENDUM again when it became ap- 
parent o him he could guide 
~:• / h i s  6,000-ton ship through PQ sets the date the blockade. Insodoing, however, a wave from the 
' :UEBEC " ~i Q " (CP) --  .read.y .to.let the public in on .~heiPcS. ~Vo~ent adiGr~l~: The Greenpeace vessel "Meander" floats alongside. 
imier lm oecl.mon. ~ . carrying two persons, into i the North Central Municipal Association convention~ 
~re . _ Rene .Le.~espue the Princess Patricia cruise ship carrying delegates to 
raYS me ~ueneo eanmetnas" ~pea~ing to reporters the drink No one was in: Friday. This photo was ta~ken minutes before a small 
~ettled on the approximate Sunday following ~ two-day jured ' 
lime of the referendum on closed-door cabinet meeting The flotilla of small craft were in~ the right." eilm in echoed the sentiment lmt 
independence but is not in a Laurentian retreat, the carrying protestors against Conrad Mills, tray ~ !g the accident may have been 
ii I premier said he cannot yet theurop0§edKitimat oilport a UFAWUboatfrom ~rmce premeditated. He said the 
!: .~ ' ' reveal the referendum date. had" eriss-crossed the. Rupert,' was equally bitter captain t~ever altered his 
LATE SPORTS A lawsetdng round rules . Princess Patricia's bow and in his appraisal of the ac- course and, in fact, was 
i' i: The Terrace Reds opened for the referendum ust he ambled alongside her for cldent. "Let's hope that the overheard to say during the 
i ;the Bulkley Valley League passed before .the time is about five miles. The boats captain of the Princess confrontation, "If I fished 
~ ~esterday With a win and a announced, Levesque said, carried members of Patricia doesn't g.e~. a for a living and fished out of 
su rtanker to riot," ne Hurtle because "if we don't have a Gr~enoeace, SPEC, the pe P ' y Bay, I d probably 
i~:losa in Smithars, winning regulated kind of thing we'll United Fishermen and said. "He'll destroy every, be out there (protesting) 
i~the opener 4-3 and droPping have an orgy." Allied Workers Union, and- fisherman the way ne ac~en myself." 
~'~;~'the final game 5-4. The premier also .an- native f ishermen from today. This source believes that 
!;i ! q~he first game,saw the nounced his 24-member Hartley Bay, the Queen "W went as peacefully as Greenpeace members were 
~lleds offense .d~ye across ea.binet will be siightly. Charlottes, and Bella Bella. we could,.trying by radio a "bound and determined to 
:':four runs while the defence ,emarged before spring is out The conf rontat ion ,  numher0f times toget the get wet." • 
'limited the Glaeie~,s to to  relieve overburdened nromnted by the NCMA's captain to stop and-allow He said the Greenpeace 
'"::three. Gary Paul~un picked cabinet ministers, such as ~ecis~-ontofollowaproposed three of our people aboard to zodiac "was being driven 
' :_up the win and .Rob Fraser the five who hold two port- oil tanker route to Kitimat, read a statement. But no directly in front of the ship's 
, the loss . .  , , folios. He added there would ended when the Greenpeace wa~. He just slowed down bow, so close, in fact, that 
~'~ In the second game, ~e be no cabinet shuffle before dinuhv cansized ' Con- andthen speeded up aga._m.': "it was impossible to get a 
the end Of the year ° " "r of the exact 'Reds once again came up' .~. . flicting repo is But adelegate from Fort • photograph. Greenveace 
i~with four runs.. However, . .~* . ; ; ;~ . .~; - . .~ . ;  nature of the capsizing we're' St. Joh~ian:'alderman who was ~ghtbeneath e ~o~,." 
~!soi~ie /intimely • errors, i ai low~ Smlthers to score W ~at  k ~ r given to the Herald. sa~s he m tmdecided on ~e . Convention delegates had 
. . . . . . . . .  Patrick Moore, Green- pipeline issue, said I~e apparently been lining vp to 
~flvetimes. Ginolamelewas Sunday: High: 18 .Low: 1 peace president, said the figured the Greenpeace hear the protestors' 
cr~litedwith the 10ss as Bob Today's predictions: High: ship's captain had "failed to people had intended to ue renresentatlon, havir~ been 
K~tor was awdrded "the z0 Low: o obey the rules of navigation, spilled, "to gnt the publicity told that Greenpeace would 
!victory. All four pitchers Genernlly sunny and warm. He ran our people down. to help..their case." , .  be pulling up alongside the 
~threw complete games. .~; ; ; - . . - . . ; ; - . .~ . - .  there is no excuse for it, we ' Another eye wztness Princess Patricia to read a 
working in the co-op can- 
nery, is doubly concerned. 
She worries about he job.in 
the cannery and the people .• 
in her village. 
"We live off the land," she 
said, "and this will make4t 
hard for us to 'do that 
anymore." 
Said a man' who also 
works at the co-op: "The. 
tankers are not 0nly a Job 
threat. I don't want to see 
beaches polluted and' oil 
spilled/~_ 
Une maer woman echoed 
the anti-tanker senliment. 
"Another industry would be 
a better idea," she ex- 
plained. "At least then you 
can make pollution do's and 
don'ts on them. But what 
can you say when a ship 
breaks up and there's an oil. 
spill? You can't put any 
restrictions on to stop that.". 
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BAWLF'$ THOUGHT I , GOVERNOR.GF .NER,aL 'S  MEDAL Space-age yes 
Top prize for Terrace grad to spy resource 
' WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C. and admitted it  closely 
* (CP) -- Sam Bawlf, follows recommendations 
"~. Cathy Whitmore (nee Porter), a 1973 graduate of psychologist, or a mathematics student, or maybe an 
~i~ Caledonia Senior Secondary in Terrace, has just 0pUcian', the academic recognition will help her get recently-appointed by the federation on future 
~ graduated with top marks and special recognition hito a post-graa program, provincial minister of fish and wildlife poilcy. 
'/ ~ from Notre Dame University in Nelson. The Cathy wiU not be returning to school this fall. Sheis recreation and con-  Bawlf said both retain. 
~ ~ ~ recognition comes in the form of the Governor going to becomea working woman. "After seventeen servation, told the British mend regulation of the use 
i i ,  ro d--o* __o , __  i _ _ .  o umbia Wi dli*e - -  b* ~d her graduating class. She plans on working at least two years. Her Federation convention Fri- amen, tempered or shared 
The best all-round student must combine academic husband, Stephen, has another two years for the day that hegenerally agrees by other userS. 
,.~i~ . ~~ ~. excellence with involvement in non-academic ac- completion ofhis degree. . When he has graduated, she with W. W. Mair's review of The Mair report 
tivities. Cathy filled both requirements very well. She willconsider oing back to school. "But who imows? the fish and wildlife branch, recommends a balance 
had the highest average at N.D.U. this year, an im- If I find a jo~ that I really like, I'il probably just The hitherto secret report, among competing uses of  
,~ pressive ninety-two percent over all. She also served continue working," she says. referred to by Bawlf, was land and water resources 
"~ .. as Vice President of the student courier and student ordered by the minister's and implies hunters will 
*',~..~ ~ representative onseveral universityconunittees. CathyhopestoUveinNelsonforthosetwoyears, but predecessor, Grace Me- have to share with hikers, 
The award came as a surprise to Cathy. "I had all her l~l-ans may change by September. The Carthy, then and now the picnickers and the like. .. 
*: hopes of getting it last year after I got my marks back. provincial government has still not reached adecision minister of tourism. Mair recommends that all 
~ the best wildlife acts in I had a ninety percent average in third year. But this about he future of Notre Dame as a university. They Mair, an ecologist and 
year, after my finals, Isured~dn'texpectit." will decide in the fail; ff the university continues to environmentalist of Canada- Canada be studied, with a 
The results of her finals became known to her only exist, and offers senior programs, she and her wide status, started the view to updating the B.C, 
i:~ at the graduation ceremonies themselves, where her husband will stay. If not, a moveis quite likely, study late last summer and Wildlife Act within two 
~i~'!i~i!~!i~ high average was announced at the time she was Will she return to the Terrace area to Hve? Not too completed it a manta ago. years. He. recommends 
L :,~. presented with the medal, likely, says Cathy. "I've never liked the climate here. Bawlf, in a 40-minute tall~, 
~ "Everyone lse knew I was getting it except me," There's two much'rain. But I love the mountains...l'll said he rejects the idea of reducing me number of • provincial manag ment 
~ zones to lout or liVe lrorfl , she said, "They kept it a secret." Cathy's parents, come back just to look at them! And to visit my merging the fish and 
~/ who had travelled to Nelson for the ceremonies, were parents, of course." wildlife branch with the seven and would fall top 
~ told beforehand she was to receive the medal. "I'm optimistic about my future. I know there may forestry department, a 
. . . .  ~:~ It will be useful to have as a job recommendation, be no reason witht hings as they are to be optimistic, recently rumored idea wildlife management Im~- 
Thewinner of the Governor Notre Dame University in and if whe deeides to go baek to school to be¢ome "...a But I am." viewed with apprehension tions by openl.compefltion.' by branch and federation All promotions in t~e 
General's goldmedal for top Nelson is former Terrace ' officials, branch would be ba~ed on 
academic standing in the resident and Caledonia He said" he generally potential management 
graduating class of 1977 at alumnus, Cathy Whitmore :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;~:~:~:~>:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;:~:~:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;~;~;:;:;:;:~:;:;:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::~::::;:;:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;:~::~:~:~:~ agreed with the Mair report ability, not necessarily on 
scientific knowledge. 
W,. ANT DETeeeeNT FEE YANKS OUT FISHIN' SASOUATCH o .ed p[ ue ighti versant with wildlife Doctors cam ain ing o SAtMON SOOTY New s ng othermanagement'Inview°ftheconcerns of th  
ministry of recreation and b t ,  i iv a Ipat i  " VICTORIA (CP) - -  Angry agreements between the two o fh  a i rv  b wasn't sure he ever would conservation, Bawlf said he out . .  ents union fishermen in British .countries and has placed ' - .  east  a 
have been fired by the catch a large portion of 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Health move doctors around "like doctors will have to take a United States in a sockeye .inbound salmon heading for He said he was interbred MISSION, B.C. (CP) -- A length and estimated the 
Minister Bob McClelland checkers on a checker self-assessment exam salmon war and they want the annual Fraser River Pacific Stage Lines driver weight of the creature would in the use of satellite 
has firmly rejected board.", during their 10th and 20th Canada to retaliate without.' sockeye run. and four of hispassengers be around 300 patinas, technology and.  has 
suggestions by British He said the group that years of practice in order to delay ,, , reported to RCMP Sunday The driver pursued the org.anizea conunittee to • • . • As far. as we re con- Columbia doctors that. prepared the paper included get their licences renewed.' The Umted Fzshermen corn,,a ,, ~o~a ~T,~, "th:- that they saw what they creature down a dry creek review the possibility of 
people be required to pay a an association represen- The recommendations ¢u,u nuu~-u .VLn~LO '~ ..... inv,di,a.,t,o ,I, . . . .  ~ . . . .  1 believe was a Sasquatch. bed butsoonlostsightofitin working with the National 
• • - -  eL I  tACL I ,~0  ~&~ L~A~LL/5~GLL  part of their doctor's bJUs f~ve and said a study now will be put to the ~ysthecu]pTJtmt~eUNted fJ h'n t . . . . . .  creature CT0SSmg Highway ~ebush, saidConst. NoTry, Aeronautic and Space s x g rea[y that too~ themselves, which he is setting up to college, which has States Maritime Cam- seven years to negotiate." 7 about 9 a.m. PDT. and he later described it as Agency (NASA) in the 
Doctors at the B.C. make recommendaUons will responsibility for licensing mission in the Pacific The union has contacted RCMP Constable Millie .smelling like old garbage, United States in using its 
surveillance techniques in Medical Association's an- include representatives doctors. Northwest which has given federal Fisheries Minister harry said the creature was dead meat and old machine B.C. resource management. 
nual meeting here argued from the association and the The 8,000 members of the four bands of Juan de Fuca Romeo LeBlanc and reported to have crossed the oil. 
that a deductible or a College of Physicians and association, meanwhile, are Strait Indians' the right to demanded action, highway on the north bank . .  ," 
deterrent fee for medical Surgeons of B.C. voting on a proposed fee fish outside the 12-mile limit •. of the Fraser River about 15 " " [' 
care would reduce the In another matter, increase from the provincial under highseas gillnetling TheFraser River sockeye miles east of this, Fraser 
number of trivial com- delegates to the meeting government, regulations, run will start about June 20 Valley community. I plaints doctors would have approved a rec- Jory said Saturday that Scotty Neish, secretary- and last until around mid- Mission is about 35 miles to handle, ommendation submitted by the net fee increase to B.C. treasurer of the Victoria September. Neish said that east of Vancouver. McClelland said in an the association's quality of doctors wouldbefromthree local of the union, said imia bumper year the run Const. Norrysaid the five 
interview Friday the ca're . committee, that to five per cent. " Friday themove contradicts y/~dsupto~10 mfl/ion~to $50 witnesses, who wislwd..~t0.:~  ....... ,~, ,,~,~;, M.~HELMER,£CKLAND; ~. . . . . . . .  
government does not believe . . . . . .  ', ..: i.i , remain  anonymous',  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ............................... 
deterrent fees would be SASKATCHEWAN described the creature as LICENSED DENTAL MECHANIC 
effective in reducing the WINNIPEG ((~P) -- being more thanseven feet 
volume of work. He said University of Manitoba is tall and being dark and 
Medicare wassetupasa  studying the propriety of Calling in the troops said RCMP took crisis int rvention plan. • - 243 - 120 Nechako Centre Office: 632.3372 
He also answered charges; accepting discriminatory • pictures of footprints that Kitimat, B.C. Residence: 632.3463 
associationmade bY Dr' William J°rY" sch°larships" The s c h ° l p r e s i d e n t ,  that a ays many peopl in heir to quell !Drear blazes "l measuredab°ut 14inchesin [ ~ M G  0 A Y $  
government working paper wills leave scholarship 
! on the problems of over- fundsbutst ipulatei tmust PRINCE ALBERT (CP)y .  o the fires by truck and farina ion officer' Capt. D E L T ~  
doctoring in some parts of be for either a man or -- More than 400 Canadian bus: They were expected on Craig Mills, ~ Edmonton. 
the province is an attempt to woman. Armed Forces personnel the scene early today. He said light helicopters 
.' were called in Sunday to "The Saskatchewan would be offered as spotter 
help fight some 67 forest government will pay for the aircraft. 
ACUTE-CARE BEDS fires being fought in Nor- services of 400 men and we Noda~age topers0ns or 
them Saskatchewan. will send a few more at our dwellings had " been 
"Goodness knows how expense," said forces' in- reported. MAY BE REDUCED many fires are burning 
altogether," said Tim 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Fewer services and make them Myers, a deparhuent of GILLE~PIF. 
acute-care hospital beds 'free for people with an in- Northern Saskatchewan for- 
maybe needed in the future come of less than $8,000, estry protection spoksman, te h 
as a result of the provincial should permit many elderly "The smoke is so dense it Minis  r u r res  rus 
government's plans for people who end up in is hard to spot new ones. th  pip [ in  
long-term intensive care, hospitals to remain in their There are blazes out of 
Health Minister Bob Mc- own homes, headded, control and not being fought OF[ nor  e rn  e e 
• Clelland said Saturday. Other elderly people now because they're in non- . WHITEHORSE, Yukon good chance that in I0 years 
McClelland said his are occupying acu.te-care productive timber areas." (CP) --  There is an urgent there won't be a~.y foreign 
department ow is looking beds in hospitals because About" need for Canada to develop 0il going anywl~ere," he 
i for ways to reduce the they cannot afford to enter a About l,800 men had made its northern natural gas added. " 
• number of acutecare beds, rest-home, and cannot ake no impact on I0 fires of resources, federal Energy "I'm not crying wolf on 
currently 5.25 a thousand care of themselves, even major  p ropor t ions - -  Minister Alastair Gillespie this one." 
population across the though they do not require affecting 5,000 acres or said during the weekend. "Later, he told a Liberal I 
province, to 4.25. acute care, McClelland said. more. But Gfllespie, on a four-; fundraising dinner that he 
"No person who can be For those people, the new On Saturday, 157 blazes da~, visit to Yukon, disap-I plans to remain confused 
care for in their own home long-term care program will were reported and Myers pointed some Yukoners by[ about he pipeline routes for 
should be institutionalized," enable them to enter a said some were in cam- refusing to indicate which the next two months. The ~-  . . . .  ~ 
l~lcClelland said. nursing home at a cost of merical timber egions, route or routes he feels government must collect 
The government's new only $6.50aday, which they About 200 people were should be used to bring various information and 
homemakerprogram which will be able to pay out of evacuated Sunday from the Canadian and Alaskan gas recommendations' in that 
will ~xpand homemaker their pension, he said. Timber Bay community on south, time and is expected to ~ 
the southeastern shore of make the route seleclion by Hopes for a p.ipeline down f e N ,  _ ~ ~  ~ Montreal Lake. the Alaska Highway, which Sept. 1, 
: WEST BANK Another 100 people--the traverses 500 miles o£ The pipeline is the main 
remainder of the cam- Yukon, have been building topic of discussion i  Yukon • 
bbd munity 60 miles north of among pro-pipeline groups and at the dilmer there was 6 ~ ~  ~ 
Tear  9as Io e Prince Albert--were get- here because of setbacks obvious disappointment that , ,  
ting ready to move out. suffered by the Mackenzie Gillespie didnot talk about 
' b p An unchecked 150,000-acre Valley pipeline proposal, it. However, he and aides at Ara rotesters fire was fought in the The Berger pipeline inquiry have maintained that the 
Fishing Lakes area, along has recommended a 10-year purpose of his visit is to 
TEL AVIV (AP) -- Israeli Israeli feeling, the Hanson Lake Road, delay in the Mackenzie watch and listen. 
troops using tear gas broke The state radio said there which runs from Prince Valley line and the United He was to fly the proposed 
up demonstrations bystone- were minor disturbances in Albert to Flin Flon, Man. States Federal Power Alaska Highway route 
thawing Arab students several refugee camps. People in the area were Commission has split be- Monday~ then would follow ~ E F g E S H N E M T $  
Sunday in the occupied On Saturdaynight, Israeli evacuated Friday night, tween the Mackenzie and the potential Dempster 
Jordanian West Bank town troops exchanged fire with Ted Bowerman, minister Alaska Highway routes. Highway route, to Inuvik, 
'of Nablus. The students Arab gunmen across the of Northern Saskatchewan,' Gillespie told a Liberal N .W.T . ,  Tuesday. The 
were staging protests to Lebanese border, and one said men and equipment party .panel discussion Dempster Highway, still 
coincide with the an- Israeli soldier' was slightly were not effective in Saturday that he personally under construction, is seen 
niversary of Israel's in-wounded,  the Israeli fighting fires and assistance has notmadeuphismind as a possible route for -- R 0 ~ t ? S  t g - 0 0  
dependence, military command said. from the weather was which route he prefers, bringing Mackenzie .Delta A ~ N l S S l O N  : 
There was no report on needed. He said Canadians must gas intothe Alaska Hignway 
A military spokesman Arab casualties. When weathermen become self-sufficient in line. 
said a curfew was imposed It was the second shooting predicted rain Sunday night energy in the next l0 years Although Gil lespiehas ~ ~ g  t ~ S  
after soldiers dispersed the incident this month along and Monday, the call for the because imported oil might been reticent on the issue, 
students, who also set pries the Israeli-Lebanese border, troops went out. not be available by then. To the people he has met have 
of car tires afire and The border area has been "The rain will bring the become selfsufficient he not oeen. • 
chanted anti-Israeli slogans, relatively quiet for two fire down out of tops of trees country had to conserve and 
There were no reports of yearst but Palestinian and down near the ground develop its own new sup- During the Saturday panel ~0~$ ~,~D : discussion, Bob Sharp of the 0 giTnllnl" CO01K  injuries, guerrdlas recently have wherewecan fightit," said plies. 
been returning to southern Bowerman. Not building .a northern Yukon Conservat ion  
In the West Bank town of ~N0 ~S~0Ct~'~ i Ramallah, businessmen Lebanon from the Beirut The troops, who had been natural gas pipeline, or Society, said indications so 
closed their shops ae.d area since a ceasefire was standing by in Wainwright, delaying it, will make it far are that the Alaska C .  ~, .  
school children boycotted im.l~sed in the Lebanese Alta., after firefighting difficult to meet the self- Highway pipeline's social 
! classes in a show of anti. civd war last November. training, were making their, sufficiency,,l think goal,there,she asaid'very.' willand outweighenvir°nmentalthe be efits.Casts 
I 
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!I" / CTIVe museum s tar t  
brings varied program 
By BILL MARLES 
For the Herald 
The Kitimat Centennial Museum of blue, He is both realistic and 
~,is one of the main cultural centres in abstract. 
the area. Douglas and Strom come across 
Downstairs there are a number of somewhat more straightforward. 
exhibits on the history and pro- • Douglas shows scenes of city life, 
history of Northwest B.C. A large people and places on one wall. On 
file of clippings; photos, and other another wall, he has photos of corn, 
materials on the region is also onions, parsnips, blackberries, peas 
.maintained. and farm aulmals - things that 
• ' Curator Gisela Mendel is now sustain humanlife. Strom is mainly 
~adding two new exhibits upstairs, interested in people. 
One is a selection of Indian basketry. These displays will be on till the 
The other new display contains end of May. 
Indian artifacts. Mrs. Mendel is MrS. Mendel once said a lot of 
pa_ rticularly proud of a ceremonial effort and money had gone into the 
'sledge hammer head from Kildala gallery. But she exp la insthe  
~Bay. There's also a stone hammer 
itaken from the Skeena River near museum is limited as  to what it can 
show in the art gallery. Freight costs 
Kitwanga. i' are high, and the museum can't 
i ' . The  museum art galler, y is afford to bring in an exhibition from 
'showing the photos of Millie Strom, Ontario. They have to wait till it 
'~ Fred Douglas and Ken Straiton. comes to the area. 
i: Straiton, who has a university 
:background inSocial Pychology and Nevertheless the gauery does 
I iArchitecture, says, "My pictures alright. Salvador Dali 's 
1 iiusuallY have human reference ven "Homecoming, or Return to'Israel" 
i iiif many of them do not include is coming next month. It's a series 
i human figures. This may simply be of 25 lithographs. Also being shown 
~the time-worn pattern of paint in June are paintings by Rebecca 
~peeling on a' .U~ek'Walt:' " ',I-' study Mailloux of Terrace. 
! ~details, obsczve the environment in Friday night if often lecture night 
at the museum. Recently Elizabeth ' !il its elements of line, form, pattern, 
!ii texture, colour and light. I love the Anderson-Varley spoke about turn- 
i:.~ ironic, ambiguous and surreal - of-the-century life in Kitimat. On 
~:.i mages that give the mind room to May 27 Wayne Campbell of the 
"il ~move- evocative dream images that Provincial Museum will talk about 
":.."touch the subconscious, but also collecting, preparing and eating 
~i corn1" onplace persons and certai~ forms of marine life. 
.~!! ~scen,,~'gs." Museum hours are Tuesday to 
~! : S t ra i ton  is versati le. His Thursday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Friday, 
~!! iexhibition includes black and white 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday, 11 
.':ii photos, and bright colour pict-res a.m. to 5 p.m. The museum is closed 
i..":'.i with strong reds, yellow andShades f l~day and Monday. ' 
~i~. ~, ..............-..... ~................ ~-.......-. ~...... v...-..........~ .....v .~...-.......v .:...:.: ... :.:.:.:..~:< .:.:.:.:. :.:.:.: ~ :.: ...:.: ~:;:~.; .:.;.';.;.:.:.:::-:~':" :-:":~: ":" :':" :';';" :': ":': .;i;~;.: , ~ ;. ;.;.:. 
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• PUeCH ,Se :" oeseure ovee 
B.C. Tel strike ending 
.Local B.C. Tel employees being sold at a lower price, the last minute instructions 
may not be going out again Local employees went out they get from the Vancouver 
on the" round Of rotating last Thursday after las t  offices. 
~-0rk stoppages, according minute notice from their The employees took an , 
the umon spokesman. Vancouver office. Don apparent weekend break 
The Telecommunications McRobb told the "-Ierald throughout the province in 
Workers' Union members about 190-200 people from the round of work stoppages 
Houston to the Queen that have been staged have been picketing B.C. Tel 
offices in a dispute over CI :rlotte Islands were during the last week. 
Picket actions were eqhipment purchases, involved in Thursday's staged at Prince George and 
;~B.C. Telhas been buying walkout. 
distribution frames from the Close to half these people Quesnel'Friday but ended at 
Quebec-based Northern were from the Terrace midnight. Supervisory 
Telecom company, instead office, he estimated, personnel handled the 
of.: the B.C. Tel subsidiary, He said it is impossible td switchboards during the 
Canadian Telephone and say if the local employees walkout and service was not 
Supply, because they are will go aout againlbecause of seriously disrupted. 
" FOREST USE 
! Public to.air views 
i:i Smithers' resi~ients will standing timber in the Committee wentontodefine b.e handed some hard Smithers Public Sustained "viable" not only with the 
choices by their Forest Yield Unit (PSYU) will fall usual economic riteria but 
• alsoin much broader social Advisory Committee at a to the point where economic 
l~ublic meeting scheduled harvesting and milling will and ecological terms. 
~0r Thursday, May 19. pose serious difficulties for Important ~imong these is 
i'Research by the corn- the local fore'st industry., the management of the 
mittee of local citizens, Put very simply, the forest for a sustained yield 
formed last July to provide choice is between allowing of all resources including 
well considered grass-roots presentlogging strategies to recreation and aesthetics. 
input to the B.C. Forest continue end facing an An earlier public opinion 
Service planrling process, uneconomic resource in. a survey by the Committee 
has found an unhealthy decade, or two, or having outline three main 
@end in the timber har- industr,v and the community recreation areas in the 
tighten its collective belt~a Smithers PSYU: The vesting in their area. 
• Comparison of the quality of few notches now in order to Hudson's Bay Mountain 
the l~'rvest and the quality provide a sustained timber area, the Babine Range and 
of the forest as a whole crop into the long-term the headwaters of the Telk- 
wa River. The form and shows that' industry is future. 
favdUring the more valuable The research effort arose extent of the logging the 
sfands in its cut and leaving out of an early Committee Committee wouldlike to see 
tile less economic trees, decision to give itself a in these areas will be 
~i~This bias has not been clearly defined 'set of goals determined when the results' 
c0mpensated for in the ,or objectives. It was agreed of the 1976 forest inventory 
F prest Service Allowable the main goal would be "to of the Smithers PSYU are 
Annual Cut (AAC) develop a planning process available and the trade-offs 
calculations and the that will ensure a viable between the various 
Committee f ars that before forest industry for the resources are more 
lohg, the quality of the Smithers PSYU." The precisely known. 
Tonight was t/w debut 
night for the  bike riding, 
About a month ago we 
bought bikes from a family 
due to move to Bermuda in 
June, and we were to have 
gone for  the' f i rst  ride 
together three days ago. 
However this was the first 
sunny evening, since then 
and the three grandchildren 
from next door were only too 
pleased to go out tiding with 
Grandma and Grandpa! 
(This will be one night when 
there will be no need to 
~edal on the exerciser 
ike ! ) 
So in one year I suddenly 
have become the first owner 
of two bikes. Never before 
did I ever own even one, so 
history is still in the making. 
Bikes have changed since a 
girl friend first showed me 
how to ride a bike around 
• grade 8 time, so it will no 
doubt be a little while before 
an~, confidence has been 
gamed. 
Vie was going to go out 
today on the B.C. Canuck 
but couldn't see bucking the 
waves, so decided to come 
back into harbour. Some of 
the old-time fishermen have 
not even made the effort to 
gwi o out, owing to the steady 
rids we have been ex- 
periencing almost every day 
and evening. " 
The other day someone 
told me that five years of 
long hot dry summer~ have 
been predicted for the 
Charlottes, by a group of 
people who ave so far been 
Letter from Masset, 
Queen Charlottes 
i 
start on the planned 
greenhouse, and it could be 
that will b~ the best way to 
plant some early seeds for 
outdoor planting later, or for 
such things as tomatoes. 
What with teh current 
'overall increase of 40 per- 
cent on freight Rivtow 
Straits, we m having to 
plant as many vegetables a  
we can. (That 40 percent is 
an overall average - some 
freight charges when up 78 
percent and others around 
• 20 percent. We are certainly 
missing the former tran- 
sportation company of 
Northland these days.) 
The first R.C.M.P. 
Regimental Ball on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands was 
held in the Community Hall 
at Masset on the evening of 
April 29th. We felt quite, 
honoured to have been in- 
vited toa ttend, since only 
two hundred guests were 
present, and sixty of these 
came from other parts of the 
Islands and Prince Rupert. 
It was a very formal 
evening and so the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police true with their other 
predictions. I am g.iven to wore scarlet uniforms for 
understand the cnanges the occasion, while the 
have something to do with ladies were all in long 
the shifting 'of the earth's gowns. Each lady was 
axis. It mightbe interesting presented with a carnation 
to plant a few kernels of corsage on arrival and 
corn in a sheltered spot just colours were Chosen to blend 
to see if the prediction does with one's gown. Supper 
come to pass. was served from 7 p.m. on 
Ed Woode has made a with a continuous !ine being 
formed as each particular 
table's guests were asked to 
take their turns. 
Once again the Ladle's 
Auxiliary of the Canaaian 
Legion No. 244 provided 
supper for a group; and the 
food, which consisted of both 
hot and cold foods, was 
delicious. Master of 
Ceremonies was Corporal 
Thompson from Queen 
Charlotte City. Grace was 
said by Rev. Ian McKenzie. 
The toast to the queen was 
properly given as wine had 
been provided. 
Following the dinner, the 
Sundog orchestra from 
Prince Rupert played for 
dancing. It was one of the 
very best groups to have 
been heard here, and 
possibly part of the appeal 
was due to the fact that 
people could enjoy the 
music, the dancing, and still 
carry on with conversation. 
Far too many groups are so 
loudly amplified that a hall 
becomes more of a disaster 
area. (All the people who 
have any kind of hearing 
problem do not remain 
where the music is overly 
loud.) 
Engraved wine glasses 
were also given to those who 
attended, and the R.C.M.P. 
wooden centerpieces which 
contained two candles, were 
there for the taking. 
(Having accumulated quite 
a number of ornaments and. 
By Elvira Bryant 
"dust catchers" over a 
period of time, I did not need 
to bring home a large 
candieholder!) All in all I 
am sure it was an evening 
that was enjoyed by all who 
attended, and that it will nbt 
be soon forgetten. 
An eagle has just flown 
over the #anctuary hunting 
for some supper. The birds 
all know when the eagle is 
looking for a meal and they 
• immediately take to flight. 
There must be some thought 
transmission there, or the 
birds have an extra sense 
that enables them to know 
whether an eagle is just 
checking up on the supply or 
not. 
It is a beautiful evening, 
and before the bicycle 
outing, I worked in the 
garden for an hour. The 
• #ind is drying out the soil in 
many places and we are 
beginning to use the hose. 
Several people have stopped 
by to take pictures of the 
garden and we have 
received many nice com- 
pliments from others. Even 
without this extra, just 
being able to enjoy the sight 
of flowers in bloom, is 
compensation enough. For 
a few weeks now I have 
taken two bouquets o school 
each week - one for the of- 
fice. and another for the 
staff room. It has been a 
surprise to have these last 
for the whole week. 
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Last year the snails or 
slugs, played havoc with 
both the delphinium and 
hollyhock plants. Recently. 
we were told that woo~ 
ashes were a good protec, 
tion, so the ashes from the 
smokehouse were put out 
around all of these plants 
this evening, beer in a 
saucer is said to be the other 
solution, but we willtry the 
ashes first. 
The Seegay Inn, Masset's 
hotel, went into receivership 
sometime ago. People do no 
seem to be happy with the 
food at.the hotel, and by far 
the best place to eat at this 
time, is down at llaida at 
Mary's Cafe. Learning 
Assistant teachers and 
administration members 
from both Tahaygen 
Elementary and George M. 
Dawson Secondary, had 
lunch there in April when 
Sol Ardis visited here from 
the Department of 
Education. We thoroughly" 
enjoyed the luncheon, but 
did not really feel that we 
were given enough time 
with Mr. Ardis to really 
have a good exchanging.of 
ideas. Very little m- 
formation can be gleaned 
~rom short or hasty vis!ts. 
The new Cornudopia 
Boutique has been open here 
for several weeks, and now 
there has been construction 
started on a "take-out" 
dining establishment. 
(Someone in a grade 12 class 
today was commenting how 
nice it would be to go there 
for a pizza at midnight!) 
For several months a 
Friefdship Centre has been 
open in a trailer building 
near B.C. Packers. It is 
sponsored by the Masset- 
Haida Alcoholism Com- 
mittee, and is staffed by 
volunteers from the com- 
munities. 
TheToyota Liftba. cks are perfect examples of international s..~ling. 
Classic blends of performance and visual design, All are ~uilt 
to Toyota's exacting standards, then exhaustively tested to provide 
"you with some of the finest automobiles possible, 
The Toyota Corolla Liftback is available with a 1600 cc 
engine and now, a brand new economical 1200 cc powerplant, 
Styling features include "shooting brake" design, a
split.back fold down rear seat which provides up to 
27.7 cubic feet of usable rear cargo space, 5-speed 
overdrive, or automa~c transmission and other 
exciting accessories are available, depending on 
the model, for you to build your perfect car, 
I o 
r ' r  ,. .r Ygb\ 
H 
- ~r  ~ ~ J 
Ce_C__e._li~ TheToyota Celica Liftback, the one that started itall, 
is race-rallye proven for endurance and performance,The engine 
is 2200 cc's of concentrated power and, with the rear seat folded 
down, there's a load capacity of 27,7 cubic feet, Numerous acces- 
sories allow 'rou to tailor a Celica to your exact requirements, 
• Interiors are Luxurious and functional making it a value standout in 
its class, The Toyota Lfftbacks: An international 
standard of excellence, Fantasy becomes reality, At 
realistic prices you ban afford, See yourToyota 
dealer about purchasing 
or leasiffg an"affordable TOYOTA 
fantasy." Soon, 
LIFFBACKS.TERRIFIC! 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 
4916 Highway i6 West Dealer Number D004498 Tel: 635-6558 
' ¢ .~.41 
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Moderating 
the drug bill 
Premier Bennett's announcement of an ex- 
panded Pharmacare program is welcome news, 
assuaging many of the fears of senior citizens who 
were worried about published' reports of a 
• tightening-up of the free drug plan. The earlier' 
reports, based on documents leaked by members of 
the B.C. Pharmacists' Association, had pointed to 
$25 "deductibles" for senior citizens and other 
recipients of free medication. 
Under the new guidelines, the elderly, han- 
dicapped, nursing home residents, and welfare 
recipients will continue to receive subsidization of 
all thier prescription drug costs, except for 
.medications such as laxatives and aspirins that are 
no longer covered. Other British Columbians will 
pay only 20 percent of their prescription costs in 
excess of $100 annually. 
The deductible amount will be calculated for a 
family unit or, in the case of a single person living 
alone, on an individual basis. 
A study done by the provincial department of 
human resources indicates ome of the people who 
will be assisted by the plan: 
-Approximately 2,200 epileptic hildren who need 
an estimated $1,800 per year for control drugs; 
-About 50,000 diabetics whose annual individual, 
drug bill is $200; 
-Parapalegics who pay an average $700 a year for 
drugs; stroke victims who pay $150; cancer 
patients, $700; and emphysema victims, $700.' 
Because of the outrage which greeted the 
government's initial approach to  Pharmacare 
revisions, a plan that would have required the 
elderly to pay a deductible or do tedious and 
complicated administrative work themselves toget 
their drug costs reimbursed, Victoria has relented 
and produced an easier, more equitable scheme. It 
will do much to ease the financial burden of in. 
dividuals such as those with epilepsy, many of 
whom have medical bills that exceed $100 per 
month for life. 
If there are shortcomings inthe program, it is 
that the changes do not go far enough and that gaps 
still remain. Bennett has never clearly explained 
why professionally-prescribed, over-the-counter 
drugs, like aspirins and laxatives, should not be 
covered by Pharmacare. In prescribing these 
forms of medication for their patients, doctors 
obviously believe them to be essential or com- 
forting to some people. Until better forms of 
therapy receive .wide acceptance, it is wrong to 
single out these softer drugs as less than necessary. 
On the whole, however, the new revisions deserve 
support. For a government that has shown a 
disarming tendency to sublimate legitimate social 
needs for bottom line accounting, the Pharmacare 
changes indicate a needed acceptance of human 
realities. 
w 
Moronic programs 
There is a great deal of concern these dpys about 
violence, Canadian content, and advertising on 
television. There have been Royal Commissions, 
private studies, and endless coverage ofthe subject 
by media. 
But certainly the most insipid and perhaps the 
most insidious aspect of "the great entertainer" is 
the level of programming that competes for air 
space. 
It has been said that television entertainment is 
addressed to an average grade seven level men- 
tality. Sometimes one wonders if the level is that 
high. 
From those incredible afternoon soap operas 
with their frowning, whimpering women and their 
lifeless, shell-headed men, to the crime-cop crap in 
the evenings, TV programming is monotonous, 
inane, and totally "devoid of creativity. .. 
Whether situation comedy, drama, or ex- 
travagant variety entertainment, television is 
written according to scheme: a ground out men- 
tality with little room for originality. 
- As long as'time and money are goingto be spent 
investigating the amount of Canadian content used 
by domestic networks or the effects of violence on 
the mind, it seems only sensible to make some 
effort to elevate the "intellectual" of the 
programming itself, What would be the use of 
forcing networks to use as much non-violent 
Canadian programming as possible if it is moronic, 
repetg lou and soporific in nature? 
nunlber of New- 
foundlanders, including 
women and teen-agers, 
according to a variety of 
agencies and organizations 
who deal with problem 
drinkers. 
In a recent • brief sub- 
mired to the provincial 
government, he eastern 
region advisory council of 
the Alcohol and Drug Di- 
rectorate estimated that 
about 27,000 people in the 
province are sufferin~ from 
the effects of alcohohsm.. 
The provincial Alcoholics 
Anonymous organization 
contends that as many as 
ALCOHOLISM SPREADING 
One-in-ten Newfies chron!c:vdri 
--Alcoholism is an Scotia drinking problems are "fast John's, a city of 120,000. The the problem. 
affliction of an increasing spreading through to the council proposed a 20-bed The local Alcohol and representative suggested 
province'steefi-agers." centre capable of handling Drug Foundation gets a Newfoundland needs 
But probably the most 1,300 referrals annually. $30,000 annual grant and detoxificat'ion and treat- 
alarming part of the in- Dr. William McAllister, other government grants for merit centres as well as 
c r e a s i n g n u m b e r s founder of the Booth House associated programs cost education and prevedtive 
patronizing drinking estab- detoxification centre in the province about $120,00o a programs. 
lishments is that many are London, was a recent visitor year, a minute portion of the The Orange Lodge, an 
housewives and mothers--a approached by the council $32-million annual revenue organization still holding a 
heretofore unrsual oc- and he recommended that the government collects measure of influence in the 
currence, education programs on from liquor, beer and wine 
Until recently, most clubs alcoholism be initiated at sales. 
~0,000 people, or 10 per cent 
of the population, have 
drinking problems. 
The advisory council says 
nker$ 
he,re dawn Sundays. , 
l~ever, a spokesman 
sayd w.hlle the survey has 
drawn the support of many 
_pen. ple, most are women and 
older reslnenm. 
"Not many younger 
people are in favor .of it." 
Whatever. the mouve or 
province, has circulated method, say those who fight 
~titions in an effort o have alcoholism, too many 
and beer-drinking establish- Memorial University's By comparison, an official drinking places closed from drinkers are acquiring 
ments and taverns kept medical, social work and of the Nova Scotia Corn- midnight Saturday to mid- associated p..rob!ems, in. a 
night Sunday. At present province wlm me rugnest 
most are open until just unemployment. their doors closed to nursing schools, and in mission on Drug Depen- females. But the advent of provincial elementary and dency visited the city 
so-called women's rights •high schools. ' recently and reported ithad 
and vocal exponents of a Though there appears to received $3 million from Vo i (~o O~ the  I I=e( Id (H~ 
woman's right to drink in a be considerable concern government and other 
pub has reduced to four the over the alcoholproblem on sources in 1976 to assist Seat b o l t  l a w  
number of men-onl~ the part of citizens, industry to provide methods 
drinking spots in the capital, businesses and religious of treating alcoholics and to 
The bnef asked for a groups, thereisl ltt le evi- train supervisors to spot job l ong  overdue 
$171,000 grant to establish a donee the government is problems that could be  
detoxification unit in St. considering grappling with attributed to alcohol. 
'¢D wl 
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"MAYORALITY JOB TO REMA IN PART TIM£ "
. •  - a F'A~NEL L 
II 
Dear Sir:" . million dollars during the 
I write with regards to the first year after a mandatory 
changesin the motor vehicle seatbelt aw is passea. 
act that are presently before No one is suggesting that 
the BC Legislature that this law will be a panacea 
would require the citizens of for the traffic safety 
this prownce to wear their problem but it does 
seatbelts. 
A large body of knowledge 
has long been compiled that 
outlines the effectiveness 
and the cost effectiveness of 
seatbelts. Even the most 
fervent critics no longer 
question the efficacy of this 
simple device. Even at this 
late date it is worthwhile to 
review why it is necessary 
to make the wearing of 
seatbelts mandatory. 
When one views the road 
safety problems in total it is 
apparent that we are 
dealing with a major social 
problem that is not readily 
solvable. It would, of 
course, be preferable ,to 
prevent the accidents. 
Millions of dollars are being 
spent on highway design, on 
vehicle inspection and 
vehicle design, as well as 
programs aimed at the 
deficiencies of the driver, 
including driver training 
programs, drinking driver 
countermeasures, tc. 
In the continuing search 
for solutions to these many 
facets of the problem, the 
seatbelt stands out as the 
Not only has it been proven 
perimentally and in the real c a n  Jimmy's mothe r be fa rbeh ind ? live°VerwhelminglYworld, but it isb°th eX-alreadYmotor 
represent a major co.un- 
termeasure and nesiaes 
continuing to work towards 
solutions to many other 
aspects of the problem we 
must ake advantage ofone 
that we already have in our 
'cars, one that we have 
already paid for, and one 
that we know works. 
Man~ other democratic 
jurisdzctions have ~one 
through the same decision 
making and realized that 
the benefits of seatbeRs can 
only be gained by passing 
legislation. Maior 
sophisticated and expenswe 
"buckle up" campaigns 
have been run throughout 
many of these jurisdictions 
and nowhere have the 
wearing rates been raised 
about 25 parent. The 
simple passing of a law will 
immediately bring our rates 
in BC up to at least 60 per- 
cent and with time and 
standard enforcement 
measures, 80 to 90 percent 
wearing ,rates.will ~.be at-,:~,~ 
tained. . . . . . . . .  
Polls have shown that a 
pro-Carter newspaper .... " 
The e was almost 
unanimous agreement, 
however, that Jay, 40, is 
brilliant in his own sphere. 
Many newspapers published 
long background stories 
tracing his career from 
college days. 
A.few years ago an inter- 
national news magazine 
named him one of 150 luture 
leaders of the world, one of 
only six Britons named at 
the time. 
The Evening Standard 
refers to Sir Peter as the 
"snob envoy" who would be 
"be a dead loss for Britain in 
the Jimmy Carter era." 
Jay will take over from 
Sir Peter Ramsbotham, 
availalde in our 
vehicles and there is little or 
no cost involved in its use. 
Nowhere in the road safety • 
research field is there a.  
suggestion of a program or 
another device that can 
reduce the losses by 20. 
percent, representing 150 
lives in BC alone, thousands 
of major head, cervical 
spine and chest injuries and 
anywhere from 10 to 15 
ROBERT HUTCHIN$ 
Wor ld- famous university leader  
banned footbal l  as needless frill 
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. 
(AP) -- Robert Maynard 
Hutchins, one of the leading 
U.S. educationists of the 
20th 'century who became 
president of the University 
of Chicago at age 30 and 
eliminated football from the 
Big Ten school as an 
unacademic frill, died 
Saturday. He was 78. 
Hutehins had undergone 
surgery in March for a 
kidney ailment. He suffered 
a relapse about a week ago. 
Hutchins' later years 
were spent as" president of 
the Centre for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions, 
which he founded in 1959. 
The centre had a resident 
staff of scholars who held 
daily discussions of social 
problems. 
Hutchins directed the dis- 
cussions, maintaining order 
by tapping with a spoon on a 
cup whenever the con- 
versation wandered from 
the central theme. The talks 
were taped and published as 
pamphlets. 
Hutchins was born Jan. 
17, 1899, in Brooklyn, N.Y., 
the son of a Presbyterian 
minister who was later 
president of Berea College 
in Kentucky. ' ' 
He was regarded as a boy 
wonder when he was named 
dean of the Yale Law School 
at 28, two years after 
graduating magna cure 
laude from the school. At 30, 
he went,to the University of 
Chicago and became the 
~ oungest person ever to ead a major college. 
At Chicago, his con- 
troversial reforms drear 
widespread attention and 
left their mark on colleges 
across the U.S. 
• Emphasizing the value of 
general education over 
specialization, Hutehins 
allowed students to enter the 
university after two years of 
high school, ended com- 
pulsory class attendance 
and granted degrees after 
two years to students who 
couldpass a comprehensive 
test. 
seatbelt aw is supported by 
the large majority of the 
community, practically all 
health care workers who see 
the tragedy on a continuing 
daily basis, from the BC 
Medical Association, the 
Reg is tered  Nurses  
Association of BC, thorugh 
to the Ambulance, Em- 
ployees Union • have sup-, 
ported mandatory seathelt, 
laws. Recommendations 
have come forward sup- 
porting this legislation from 
all levels of government and 
public road safety groups. 
The BC Civil Liberties 
Association does not appear 
to find this law con- 
trover sial. 
It may well be shown 
some day that in frontal 
collisions air bags have a 
higher level of protection, 
but at the presetn level of 
technological development 
there will bea minimum of 
10 years before our car 
population could be fitted 
with an equivalent number 
of air bags. Not only is this 
more costly but the lap belt 
still has to be worn to 
event the occupant from 
ing thrown out sideways 
in an accident of injured 
during a second impact. 
Deaths and injuries from 
motor vehicle accidents i a 
reflection of our society's 
technological dvances and 
of our lifestyles. The well 
advertised achievements of 
medical technology provide 
us with a comfortable belief 
He angered many alumni that medical technology will 
and students when he solve all of these problems. 
HEATED DEBATE dropped ,football at the It has been long recognized 
" h ?  b C university' pr°claiming: by the' medical pr°fessiqn' b kFr  " "Football, fraternities and and more 'recently bY °ur Lawve rs ac e c u e • fun were designed to make governing bodies, that only 
a college education by preventing these mjuri.es but d - d h law palatable for those who are major advances made. !e ma n c a ng e s I n shouldn't be there."' At a time when health care costs' are bankrupting our 
From 1951-54 Hutehins provincial treasurfes, where 
is the logic that suggests this QUEBEC (CP) -- At an 
emotion-charged meeting 
Saturday, members of the 
Quebec Bar Association 
expressed criticism of some 
sections of Quebec's pro- 
posed language law. 
Several ~ ,inked lawyers 
defeated a resolution 
presented ,4t the bar's an- 
nual meeting that would 
have stopped the bar from 
taking a public position on 
the province's French- 
language law, Bill One. 
The delegates also voted 
in favor of changing the 
abortion laws so that women 
seeking abortions and 
doctors performing'them 
would no longer be subject 
to criminal charges. 
The language resolution 
was presented by Montreal 
criminal lawyer Serge 
Menard who said the bar 
already had given the im- 
pression that it was against 
the French-Canadian 
only French verions of 
judgments official and 
would force all firms to be 
represented in court in 
French. 
• Brossard said the official 
position of the bar at public 
hearings on the bill would be 
limited to sections dealing 
with the courts and human 
majority in Quebec, because rights. 
of an earlier statement on However, the bar 
the language white paper, generally supports the bill's 
In an open letter to objectives of making 
Premier Rene Levesque last Quebec a French-language 
month, Andre Brossard, society, he said. 
head of the bar, criticized The abortion resolution 
sections of the language passed by a vote of 199 to 113 
paper which would make with 48 recorded abstentions 
was associate director of the 
Ford Foundation, which set 
up the Fund for the Republic 
in 1954 with Hutchins as 
president. He set up the 
Centre for the Study of 
Democratic Institutions 
with a $15-million grant 
from the Fund for the 
Republic and kept it going. 
with donations from more 
than 450 industrialists. 
Hutchins, divorced in 
1948, is survived by his 
second wife, Vesta Sutton 
0rlick, and three daughters 
from his 'first marriage. 
Funeral arrangements 
are pending. 
major preventive measure - 
-seatbelts-- to go unused? 
Let us commend the 
present legislation' for its 
virtual total support of this 
law and hope that we do not 
'have to see another 50 un- 
necessary deaths during the 
summer months while we 
wait for this act tO be 
proclaimed in the fail. 
/ 
Herbert E. Parldm, M;D., 
Chairman, Emergency 
Medical Services Com- 
mittee, 
British Columbia Medical 
Association. 
LONDON (CP) -- A 
political storm, with bitter 
charges of nepotism, has 
broken .over the head of 
Prime Minister James 
Callaghan on the ap- 
pointment of his son.in-law, 
Peter Jay, to be British 
ambassador toWashington. 
There was laughter from 
the Conservatives but anger 
from some embarrassed 
Labor members in the 
Commons on Wednesday. 
One after another, inside 
the House and out, Laborites 
criticized the appointment. 
"Government nepotism," 
said Willie Hamilton, a 
Labor member known for 
his criticism of the 
monarchy. 
"Enormous, stu~,,ndous 
political insensitivity', said 
left-wing Labor MP Nell 
Kinnoek. 
Even the normally 
moderate manifesto group 
of Labor MPs sent a protest 
to Foreign Secretary David 
Owen saying they were 
"appalled and dismayed." 
Labor MP Maureen 
Colquhoun said: "The prime 
mimster has taken leave of 
his senses." 
Her colleague, Max 
Madden, said: "This con- 
firms the rumor that we are 
going to get (U.S. 
President) Carter's mother 
as American ambassador to
Britain." 
Bachelor Cyril Smith, a 
Liberal, wondered" whether 
the prime minister has any 
more daughters looking for 
husbands." 
Owen, who maintained the 
appointment of Jay-- 
economics editor of The 
Times and a television 
~rsonality here--was his 
idea alone, said any 
criticism should fall on him. 
However, Callaghan had 
to approve the appointment 
and under heavy pressure in 
the House, said: 
"The only question is 
whether because he was my 
son-in-law I should refuse 
this appointment. Frankly, I
felt that if that was the only 
ground on which I should 
say no, it would not be right 
to do so." 
Newspapers had a field 
day with the story. 
The Daily Express 
headlined the story: 
"Family Favorite." 
The Guardian thundered 
in an editorial: 
"Almost anybody can be 
an ambassador--Shirley 
Temple, the president ~f 
Yale, the obscure lady 
publisher of a Deep South 
If ambassadors are in the family, ~°Steasefefe;[itVeclevi:e°dU.""
CANADIENS$WEEP STANLEY CUP FINALS 
Overtim 
BOSTON (CP) ' 
Perhaps Larry Robinson, 
the largest of Montreal's big 
three defeneemen, had the 
best assessment of what 
happened during the Stanley 
Cup ' final between the 
Canadiens and Boston 
Brulns. 
'"'"-en wn you have talent 
that works hard, it usually 
wins over hard work," said 
Robinson several minutes 
af ter  Jacques Lemaire's 
second goal of the game at 
4:32 of the first overtime 
period gave the Canedieos a 
2-1 victory and a four-gain e 
sweep of the National 
Hocke~ League cham- 
pionshnp series. 
"I thought Boston did a " 
good job, '~ Robinson added. 
.worked bard--they 
dia mew oust. Sometimes, 
and it has been proven in the 
past, when. you give your 
best, it always isn't enough. 
"Granted I think we h~ve 
a little more scoring punch 
and a little more talent." 
Bobby Schmautz scored 
the lone goal for the Brnins 
in the first period and 
although they had several 
chances later on, they could 
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line of handshaking. 
Guy Lafleur, voted the 
best playemin the finals and 
also selected as the winner 
of the Corm Smythe Trophy 
for the best over-all playoff 
effort, was stymied by 
goal caps incr dibl 
not puke the puck past Cheerers a few times before "I was happy for him together for six monms now Dryden came up with the 
Canadiehs' neiminder Ken "he set up Lemaire for the tonight. I had a hard time and. everything has been big saves as he did 
Dryden again. • goal which gave Montreal timing when he was coming .going well. We work hard in throughout the entire series. 
At the other end, Gerry its 20th Stanley Cup. in the slot and I was always practice and in the games. "We were in every game, 
Cheerers played his best " "It's nicer to win the giving him the puck on his We didn't have a good series even the game we lost T-3 to 
game of the finals. He was Stanley Cup in overtime backhand, against St. Louis, but the open the series," said 
so upset after allowing rather than win it by three "Tonight for his first goal, other lines came through Bruins coach Don Cherry. 
Lemaire's winner "that he or four goals," said Lafleur. he got the puck right on his there." "I thought we outplayed 
headed off theice right after "You work hard for it and I forehand and the same thing The Canadiens were them in the second game. 
the goal and was not part of think it's nicer, happened on the second understandably happy that  We held them to only 19 
the traditional series-ending "On the winning goal, I goal the long NHL season had shots in beth the second and 
think Larry (Robinson) was "When he first joined our reached a conclusion, third games and there are 
in my right corner and he line, he was not used to us. 
just flipped it. I just turned It's difficult to get used to 
aroundand took the puck me and Steve ($hutt) 
and as soon as I got it, I saw '.because we are all over the 
Lemaire coming b land  ~ce. 
season  
14. In all six finals between 
the two clubs, the Canadiena 
have emerged as the win- 
passed it to him. "We've been p!aying 
although the Bruins did all not many teams that have 
they could to try to prolong done that. 
it. "This may sound corny, 
?hey .outplayed Montreal but I've coached for 18 years 
in  the.opening 20 minutes, and l have never been 
outshooting them 8-4. But associated with a greater 
. . . . .  group of guys. 
ners. 
There was a mad rush to 
• e Montreal dressing room 
after Saturday's game. 
Reporters were prevented 
from entering the room as 
Boston Garden security 
officers tried to clear fans 
away. 
Once the reporters got in, 
they found the usual cham- 
pagne bottles being sprayecl. 
as the Canadiens celebrated 
winning a trophy everyone 
expected them to take 
easily. 
' "Montreal is a tough place IN THE LOCKER ROOM SINGING "Not too many people toplay,"saidactingeaptain 
,, figured we would win our Serge Savard. "The • people 
division, let alone get into a and the reporters demand a 
Stanley Cup final this year. lot. They expect you to win." 
This team is going to get While hzs team-mates 
better. I can't see the The sweet taste of chamPagne THE BLUES were cavorting in the main 
ST. LOUIS (AP) - -  The Canadiens getting any dressing room, the main 
PostDis@tch. says owners better. They are as good as hero of the evening stood 
~ l i l  I ~ ! !  of the financially-troubled they ever will be." 
St. Louis Blues are prepared' By winning the final, the 
to file for bankrupted, on Canadiens maintained their 
behalf of the Nahonal mastery over the Bruins in 
Hockey League franchise playoff action. The teams 
within the next few weeks, have played 16 series since 
but a Blues spokesman 1929 and Montreal has won you." 
Sa,~d.ly g . . _ .. his sixth and seventh goals goes behind the net. I saw termed' the story "totally 
Owner Sidney Salomon TEAM QUITS  
nsoeensucnaxantnsuc o I ors winning goa, t~neesey Romanians s a y  
_ . . . . . .  f the pay f .  Lemaire coming, and before them." Now ne can enjoy his four inaccurate." 
year ann SUCh a o, eauutm His hrst goal early in the Ipsasthenet, Ijustgiveitto The Canadiens came off a months and one week off Jr., .citing health problems, 
way to enn i t ,_  sam second period tied the score him right away. Bang. I record National Hockey until thenexttrainingcamp, said two weeks ago that he  
uexenceman . ~a.rry 1-1, and then a more than 40-. couldn't'believe it." League season to win their " 
Robinson, wno srar~u .me minute battle ensued until Cheevers said he saw thd 9nth r~,,,o,,~ . . . . .  a~ . . . . . . .  Told that Lafleur had won and his son, Sidney Salomon 
playj.that led to the wl.nnm.g Cheerers . was caught play but it was too late to m:"--four"v"'"stranght. . . . . . .  Thin'" time:'', the . . . . .  Smythe .Trophy, Cherry effort"III' werepossiblemaking.to sell"everYthe 
sald "I guess ~t was fitting • gnaJ ny. Jacques t~ma~re m without, a chance early in mow . . . . . . . . . . . .  nn th~ ~m.i~t.nnloir.z . . . .  the Canadiens did it in 14 ' • : . . . . .  club. 
ov , r t ime.  • . .  over t ime.  Lemai re  games,  losing twice in the . . . ' *  oe . ooo ._  , ,  u,  oe  Nadm wron-e'S S"  
.jF~?r ^ ~he ~hird otin~ .After Lemurs whipped a "Lafle~r made a good semi-finals to New York . . . . . . .  • ,, But the newspaper says 
alan [ nave a cnance • wu,,,~u,, o .o , , , .  ,,,,o v,, ,,~ ShOt ~rom the slot pas[ .~ . . . .  . . ,  , .  , , .^ ~, . ,  , .  S nley Cup He sa~d" he felt • L~,o3 ,,u, ,,, ,,,© ~,,,, w Islanders. But for some of • the team so far has found no 
StUn . . . .  Cheerers at 4.32 of over- Lemaire and ban- it was in the Montreal stars who But Cherry said he was- takers and it soon may have 
the effects of the 9rummg time, over~oyedtcam-mates ~t,o ,,or v ..... ~,,: zo,o v BUCHAREST (AP) -- handicapped us were Sit • L e , _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  played in the Canada Cop proud the way his players to file__ for bankruptcy. It Ndhonal Hockey ea u I mobbed goalie Ken Dryden, o ' 
Sunday that referees from Lidia Ivanova of the So~ • • • . d n t think I could have got just another grinding title andreach t e Cop final, been unable to close a deal other Communist countries Union and larosh 
final senna, but they di~L~ t who had a recordeq.uall~g close last fall it was more than worked to win their division adds that the Blues have Romanian officials charged Hlavicek of East Germs 
snow. ' . four shutouts in the pmyous "I " " h " " "Tt'sallinternaZ"hesaia . . . .  wm I was a sharpm season. I told them m the with prospective buyers were out to get the M a t 1 e h o v a 
.... ~ . . .  :,. .~. , anu a goam-agamst average the e,nr|ier flames ~n~l it Just too much hockey, dressing room that I've 
"" • [ n mm . . . . .  ~' . . . . .  YOu cant  torge "a, y g of 1.56. • . . .  n~ - -  because  o f  un favourab le  Romanian  team at  the 11th Czechos lovak ia , "  s; 
" - -' . . . . . . . . .  t it over . . . .  ght have been a different said Montreal coach Scotty never been associated with mortgage conditions on The ]European women's gym- Simonescu. 
.o.u[you. ,, re 8too ~ Se It was ~uy Laueur. wno ..v.,t-,'v~ ." . Bowman, who coached the anybody that I've been more 
witii.. . , _ made the goals possible for In. tho. 1Rrnin.~' dr~g.~|no Arena and St. Louis's 5½- 'nastics championships in . . . . . . .  "h^"r  or so the . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o victorious Team Canada in proud of. I know this is an percent amusement tax. 
-~- ,, . - -  ,,,,- • , Lemalre, ann uuy s two ' , Prague. The Romanians protes • he  • . room, there was some the Canada Cup series last "oldclichebutlmtellingyou "This sort of report, whicb. 
high inks went. on m t asmsts, gavehun, a total, of 26 sadness among the pla era The Romanian team, led that Teodora Ungure~ 
Mo~Irealdressm~ room, the nc|nts, ton nomtaetter m the ~. . . . . .  - t~ ol,,~ o,,,~,, September. this from the heart; that I'm is completely fallacious, by Olympic star Nadia was unfairly kept out of 
• " e " -  , , - - -  --, ~-~w~ t "This year was too just as proud of them as if creates an impression that Comaneci, withdrew from medal ranks Friday. TI ranging and shouting and th . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  playoffs. . . . . .  come up with at least one much," said Bowman. they'd won the Stanley Cup. we're dealing in a 'fire sale' me competition ~aturaay. added that on Saturday neer armamg ana ~oua- Laneur was awaraea me victory ;,, *~o ~o,~o~ "Weve been in the rink 114 "We'll be back. They can't 
natured spl~ g. .  . Conn Smythe Trophy as the ,, , ,m. la  h~,,~ ~, . ,  , ; , , , ,  sort of thing, said Jim Even before the cham- referees increased I 
_Tne ~anadi'ens .tac~ .a most valuable player of the to 'Iw~nt. Wma~_a_ .a~ e.~ nightsin eight months. It's a get any better, we c.an." Cullen, secretary and pionships, sports fans here IX [nts of Soviet gymn 
uost°nteam:mat'Iza~e~;|~a""nlav°ffs~ ~an""h°n°r~ he~ " '~"  ; ' "Y~"  " ~' ~" '~ "~ ~t  general counsel for the club. believed the Soviets would N lli Kim and depri~ 
o the ser~es';"' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -.r.~ ...,. ,,,o,~ -...,,..~ ,,, ~b~st_~ame^~f ~_ . . . . .  th,o, ught would go to I~yden. the homecrowd and maybe IRON CONSTITUT I~,~N take advantage of the O ma, teci of thegold me, 
u©,,, ,  s . . . . . . . . .  a ~ was so sure ~enny . . ,, Cullen said the Blues now Prague location to "get in the vault competition. 
redto  • , take nt back to Montreai, D a r - - o r s  - - i n s  k h  o w 
Cheevers, who retun, would have ~t that I wasn t ~;a ,,,,to,.~, n,,hh,, .~,,~. are negotiating with four even" for the 1976 Olympic 
the form he showed xn the , , .~; . . ,  ~.^.., ~, , • -,1 .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, . . . .  prospective buyers, but 'Games at Montreal, where 
. . . . . . . .  -, . . . . .  s o~,,-~ ,~, ~,~,,~,- mautz who scored Boston's semi-nna| sweep ot ~nua- said ' , - declined to identify them. Comaneci had broken Soviet 
VS BUM Someone apparently 
CSAMP , , , _ .  _ _ ,  r . forgot to toll Iron Con- shot whe was badly beaten Ali mak. .  millio J l i . "  s t i tu t ion  that  Cormorant  by Kentucky Derby w inner  n0 buyer  is found by tha 
Saturday in the 102nd Memorial on Arpil 23, annual meeting in Montreal 
running of the $55,000 handed Cormorant his first on June 8. 
Withers Stakes for three- tihti"gm-'ng no'o'ybd defeat of the year after ' year-olds at Aqueduct race coming from next-to-last a t rack .  ' w i th  a fu r ious  s t re tch  dr ive  Rockets 
, ,, to win by a nose. 
LANDOVER, Md: At Sunday's official tickets and giving them The upset suffered by 
(Reuter)--MuhammadAll, weigh-in, All was acom- away to the poor people in BLALOCK Cormorantsnappodaseven- ho ld  on 
race winning streak that • of the greatest paratively trim 221V4 this area so they could at- one 
heavyweight boxers of all pounds and Evangelista tend the fight. The tickets extended over two seasons. WINNER In the only other major PHIL/~DELPHIA (AP)-- 
oftimebut now in the tw i l ighth is  career, defends his 209½•All weighed about the , are selling for between $ 2 0 a n d  $150. race Saturday in the United John Lucas's 12-foot jumper 
States, Improviser won the ~th 1:34 left to play capped 
$87,500 Dixie Handicap at a comeback from a iT-point world title here tonight against Uruguayan Alfredo 
Evangelista. 
Bpt Evangelista is so 
lightly regarded that 
Nevada bookmakers ha~,e 
not even bothered to issue a 
betting line. 
Since the match was an- 
nounced April 6, All has con- 
s i s tent ly  be l i t t led  
Evangelista's abil ity, 
defying the boxing .maxim 
that you should build up an 
Opponent's skills to. create 
interest and help the gate. 
Youth may be the only 
factor Evani~elista has on 
_ his side. He ~s 22, All 35. 
same for his title defence 
against Ken Norton last 
Sept. 28. , 
"Why did I get in such 
good shape?" asked All, 
posing the question to 
h imse l f .  "Because  
Evangelista is a good 
fighter. He's young." 
But last Friday, All had 
demeaned the Urugua~an's 
skills after watching him in 
a workout. All said 
Evangelista ppeared easy 
to hit, had short arms and 
looked wide open for a left 
jab. 
He also said he was 
buying $200,000 worth of 
COKE MAKES ROUNDS 
OF FOOTBALL STARS 
MIAMI (.AP) -- The 
Herald says a woman tied to 
the drug arrests of two 
Miami Dolphin football 
players ays she has partied 
and snorted cocaine with 
nine National Football 
League players. 
The newspaper, in a cop- 
~ ight  story, says airline 
n ight  attendant Camille 
Richardson declined to 
'name the players, but said 
six were members of the 
Dol~chins, 
hardson gave sworn 
statements to prosecutors 
• last week in which she 
described parties at which 
football players and others 
used cocaine, the newspaper 
says. Sources said she 
passed more than eight 
ilours' on a polygraph 
:machine. 
Richardson has beerl, 
charged with conspiracy as 
a result of the May 4 arrests 
Fans at the Capital Centre 
and a television audience 
watching ABC at home Will 
see "two other world 
champions in action on the 
program. 
World Boxing Council 
(WBC) junior lightweight 
champion Alfredo Escalera 
of Puerto Rico defends his 
title against Carlos Becer_ril 
of Los Angeles in 15 rounds. 
World Boxing Association 
lightweight champion 
Roberto Duran Of Panama 
faces Javier Muniz of Los 
Angeles in a 10-round, non- 
title match. 
The ~i-Evangelista bout 
is expected to start about 
10.15 p.m. EDT. 
In' 17 pro bouts, 
Evangelista has won 15, lost 
one and drawn one. 
All has won 53 fights and 
lost two~-to J e Frazier and 
Ken Norton. Both were 
of Dolphin defensive reversed in return bouts. 
linemen Randy Crowder All is happy to receive 
and Don Reese. The players $2.75 million for fighting a 
are charged with sale and "nobody," as the champion 
possession of more than a labelled Evanl~elista. The 
pound of cocaine which Uruguayan m getting 
police said had a street $35,000. : 
value of $233,000. While: getting' himself in 
The ~layers have pleaded shape for Evangelista, All 
not gudty to the charges, has been pre-occupied with 
• which carry a maximum his next fight, which he 
penalty of 35 years in prison, hopes will earn him about 
They have been suspended $10 million or $12 million and 
by the Dolphins pending the mark his swan song. 
outcome of their case. - 
The top two contenders, 
Richardson's lawyer, Norton and Jimmy Young, 
Elliot Shaw, told the both want to be the second 
newspaper she testified only part of that big payday. 
to direct knowledge she had 
of cocaine use with' no Norton strengthened his 
promise of immunity from position by stopping 
prosecution. - previously-unbeaten D ane 
Bobiek last week. Young 
He said' her details of lost a close points decision to 
parties might not lead to any. All a year ago at the Capital 
prosecut ion because  Centre then outpointed 
"there's no evidence, (it's) former champion George_ 
pure hearsay." . Foreman on March 17. 
BALTIMORE (AP)-- 
Jane Blalock picked up 
seven strokes in five holes 
on second-round leader 
Sylvia Bertolaccini while 
shooting a five-under par 68 
Sunday and rolled to a 
threestroke victory in the 
Greater Baltimore Golf 
Classic. 
In picking up her 18th tour 
victory, worth $8,250, 
Blalock finished with a 10- 
under-par 209 on par 73 
municlpal Pine Ridge Golf 
Course. 
Takako Kiyomoto of 
Japan, in her first year on 
the U.S. tour, finished in a 
second-place tie at 212 with 
Joyce Kazmierski. Beth 
Solomon was fourth at 213 
and Bertolaecini tumbled 
into a three way tie at 216 
after carding a 76. 
i i 
s•o ie t iy  shaving outside the wer room. 
"I had a job to do," .said 
Lemaire. I'm very proud-- 
very proud• I don't know 
how much more I can tell 
lvia 
Hlavicek of East Germany, 
viet 
laroslava 
o f  
said 
u ted 
reanu 
was unfairly kept out of the 
medal ranks Friday. They 
added that on Saturday the 
the 
points of Soviet gymnast  
elli i ived 
Co aneci   gold dal 
The Romanianf withdrew 
after Comaneci had given a 
supremacy in the sport and not entirely flawless per- 
He also denied the news- won three gold medals, formance on the beam and 
Iron Constitution, a 35-to-1 paper's report that the Sunday, the news agency received a-perfect score of 
Blues would be dissolved i£ Agerpres quoted Romanian 10 points. Observers felt the 
gymnastics coach Maria good marks were intended 
Baltimore's PJmlico Race 
Course, 
Iron Constituion, son of 
Iron Ruler, owned by Harry 
T. Mangurian and trained 
by. Tommy Root, Jr. and 
ndden by Jose Velasquez, 
ran the mile in 1:37, paying 
$73,  $9  and $3.40. 
Cormorant, ridden hb~ 
Danny Wright who 
previously won the Bay 
Shore and-the Gotham 
Stakes, returned $2.40 and 
An2.10. Affiliate, ridden by 
gel Cordero, Jr. and off at 
4 to 1, finished third, five 
lengths farther back and 
paid $2.40. 
After the race, Root said 
he was tmcertain whether he 
would enter his colt in the 
Preakness, the second leg of 
the Triple Crown. 
deficit and enabled Houston 
Rockets to beat 
Philadelphia '76era 118-115 
Sunday and staved off 
elimination in the National 
Basketball Association 
semi-final playoffs. 
Rudy Tomjanovich, with 
21 points, kept the Rockets 
alive and sent the series 
back to Houston for the sixth 
game Tuesday, with 
Philadelphia leading 3-2 in 
the best-of-seven Eastern 
Conference championship 
series. 
Simonescu as saying: 
"As soon as we arrived in 
Prague I realized that the 
atmopshere was un- 
favorable for us and that he 
ground was prepared for our 
gymnasts to lose. 
"Then came the back- 
stage arrangements• In
such conditions we could no 
longer continue, so the 
decision of our sports 
organization to withdraw 
from the competition was 
just and understandable. 
"Among the referees who 
to make the Romanians 
change their mind and 
remain in the cham- 
pionships. 
sa Agerpres'id:': in a Saturday, 
"Romanian public opinion 
(after watching the 
championsh ips  on 
television) noted with 
profound indignation this in. 
correct behavior of the 
referees" and requested the 
Romanian team be with. 
drawn. 
i i n  l 
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NOTICE 
GAiIDAGE OLUN-UP during Spring Blean-up Week 
Oeoipdd Hay 161h to May 201h, 19T/ 
District of Terrace, Public Works Department, will pick up extra Bar. 
-baBe and refuse free of change,,from Monday, May 16th to Friday, May 
20lh, 1977. (Spring Clean.up Week) 
This service does not include car bodies or stumps. Kindly arrange to 
have this extra garbage and waste materials set out on your regular 
pickup day between 8:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. If possible, have garbage 
and waste materials in plastic bags or cartons to assist in the picking up. 
No industrial waste. 
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
DENTURISTS 
SOCIETY 
of BRITISH COLUMBIA 
OENTUPJSYS ARE DENTURE SPECIALITS 
The Denturists Society Members are  Fully 
Qualified Mechp. nlcs, Licensed by the Province 
of B.C., Providing a Low-Cost, Persona l i zed  
Service. 
i 
M, HELMER ECKIL AND 
Dentur i s t  Soc ie ty  Member  
FULL UPPER & LOWER DENTURES 
Rel ines and  Repairs  PHONE:  632-3372 
243-  120 Nechako  Centre. Ki t lmat  
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BRUINS DEFEAT OTTAWA 
Maxwell breaks tie as game nears end 
V~NCOUVER (CP) -- 
'New Westminster Bruins 
overcame their Memorial 
Cup jinx Sunday when 
defenceman Brad Maxwell 
scored a brilliant goal on an 
individual effort with less 
than six minutes left in the 
game to give the Brnins a 0-5 
decision over the Ottawa 
'67s in the sudden-death 
final for the Canadian major 
junior hockey cham- 
pionship. 
The Pacific Coliseum 
crowd of 13,460 gave the 
Bruins a twominute stan- 
ding ovation when Maxwell 
scored at 14:06 with a wrist 
shot between the legs of 
ottawa goaltender Pat 
Riggin to break a 5-5 tie. 
"I didn't hink I'd score on 
the shot," said Maxwell. "I 
ust took the shot and was 
aping someone would score 
on the rebound. 
"We played so well the 
first two periods, I thou~,ht gratifying because "there Wilson and Steve Payne. Holmes at 1"2:46 came on a in the second period--they splitting the Ottawa right between the goaltender's legs. 
maybe the jinx was coming were many times during the The Bruins led 2-0 after 50-foot wrist shot which de- were assessed 11 of the 17 defence. The '67s pulled Riggin 
season I didn't expect to get " in the game by twiee in the last minute, but back. the first period on power- .flected into the net off his minors Payae started Ottawa's 
',Wenrobablyhadabetter this far." play goals b~ Cressy and catching glove., referee Paul Corcoran of comebackat3:~0ofthefinal the Brulns didn't allow a 
team last year, but we "It's a pretty good Lefthouse and were ahead S- Ottawa and New West- Vancouver--as Ottawa period when he was left open shot ongoal. ...... 
worked hard as a team feeling," he said. "But 2 going into the final period, minster advanced to the twice closed to within one at the side of the net. and 
much more so this year than you've got to give Ottawa The '67s took the game to the final with 3-1 records after a goal last." credit ... they've got a fine Bruins in the last • 20 three-team, double-round- Smith got his sixth goal of easily converted Ton .The seven-game series Davidson's passout from the • drew a record attendai~ce bY  .: 
The Western Canada team." minutes, however, and 0t- robin elimination series the tournament at 11:42 by corner. 58,995 fans during the first :: 
Hockey League champions Maxwell accepted theme- .tawa nearly pulled i( out. which included Sherbrooke stickhandling past  New Holmes scored his first Memorial Cup to be played 
lost to Hamilton Fincups in morial Cup on behalf of the The Ontario Major Junior Beavers of the Quebec Westminster defenceman, goal at 4:46 with a backhand on the West Coast. 
the final last year at Man- Bruins from Gordon Jukos, Hockey League champions Major Junior Hockey Barry Beck and drawing shot high into the net after . • 
treal and in 1975 they were executive director of the werein their first Memorial League. The Beavers were Peterson out of the net on a Peterson was down in a Other all-stars named in: 
defeated by Toronto Canadian Amateur Hockey Cup final in their 10-year winless in four games, power play. Ogrodnick re- scramble. His tying goal votin~by newsmen covering 
Marlboros at Kitchener, Association, and George history, stored the Bruins' two-goal caught everyone by surprise the series were ~ Back and 
Parsons, vice president of as the-long shot seemed Maxwell on defence,. Lof-: Creasy opene~T scoring at lead at 14:08 by digging a 
Ont. Riggln, a pickup from 3:41 of the first period when rebound off Riggin's pads, harmless. New Westminster took a CCM, the tournament . thouseon right wing, Smith 
three-goal lead into the final sponsor. London Knights of the . he batted a rebound out of but Wilson scored from the at centre and left winger-. 
period against Ottawa, but Mark tolLhouse Scored OMJHL, stopped 23 shots the air with his stick after point on another power play ' Maxwell, a 19-year-old Jere Gillis of Sherbrooke~ 
the '67s caught fire and tiea two goals for the Brulns~ and was named the tour- Rigginhadstoppedashotby at15:25 after Tom McDoneli native of Brandon, Man., 
the score before Maxwell, a with others coming from nament's all-star goalten- Randy Betty of the. Bruins. won a faceoff, who learned his hockey in Beck was named the 
smooth-skating defend ~[  Creasy, John Ogrod- der. His only obvious tollhouse scored his first Victoria, skated away from tournament's most valuable 
and Miles Zaharko. mistake came on Maxwell's goal at 13:14 on another Lofthonse got his sixth Steve Marengere of the '67s player and received the 
ceman, fired the winner, power play as he was left goal of the series at 16:38 in the New Westminster Stafford Smythe Memorial ' 
Coach Ernie (Punch) Warren Holmes scored winning goal. McLean of the Bruins, often the last two Ottawa goals to Blaine Peterson of the open at the side of the net with Riggin out of position in end, got outsideKirkpatrick Trophy from the widow of  
criticized for his team's tie the score in the third Bruins stopped 25 shots, but and Zaharko got him the front of the crease and just inside the Ottawa blue the former president of .  
rough and tumble style of period. The '67s also got was shaky inthe final period puck with a clever pass. Zaharko scored a brilliant line and seemed to surprise Toronto Maple Leafs of the. 
play,, said the win was goals from Bob Smith, Doug and the tying goal by Penalties cost the Bruins individual goal at 18:19 by Riggin with a quick shot National Hockey .League" 
KANSAS' PeA .ee He,AeD TWO CITIE'S TIE evens WHA seines 
" hes no h" Quebec defeats Jets . Colborn p:tc . eJTNeSS TeST • 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP) Penticton ~.2,000. The ' ' ,. 
ictory over Te --  Oflieials called the three- challenge was based on Sutherland leads V ' X a s day physical fitness percentage of population, a s 
challenge oetween Fen- not the total number. , 
• ticton and Medicine Hat, 
One out away from the .ARa.,a tie Frklay and there Par t i c ipat ion  rose QUEBEC (CP) -  Steve Su~erland beside the net ceman Mike Ford was at- 
with several outstanding Smith walked and Ton~ first no-hitterofhis career, plays, particularly in the Muser singled Bumbry 'were 54,000 winners in the steadily on each of the three Sutherland scored two goals .and the rightwinger beat tempting to clear from: 
Jim Colborn whispered a late innings, home with the game's first two cities--the people who days--Munday, Wednesday to lead Quebec Nordiques to Dal'ey again, behind hi~s own net when he' 
prayer that he wouldn't Jim Spencer drove in a run off Rick Lnngford. The got involved in the week's and Friday-- ending with a 6-1 victory over Winnipeg Quebec led 4-0 at the end handed the puck to Suther- 
have to field the ball. record-tying eight runs with second run scor~i on an ' activities, finalday totals of 82per cent Jets  Sunday night to even of the first period as the land who tucked it into the  
Then Clauden Washington a pair of homers--one of error by first baseman Dick Forty-nine and-a-half per in Penticton and 87 per cent the World Hockey Nordiques outshot he Jets Winnipeg net. 
hit a sharp liner to Pete them a grand slam--and a Allen during a rundown cent of the population of in Medicine Hat. Association best-of-seven 9-5. Quebec's fourth goal '  
LaCock at first base and single to pace the Chicago play. each city took part in the final series for the Avco Guite gave Quebec a 1-0 came at 18:23. Normand 
Colborn's whisper ose to a attack. The eight RBIs tied JimRice and Carlton Fisk challenge by walking, People who took part in World Trophy at one game lead at 4:32 of the opener on Dube took a shot at the 
shriek, the club record set by slammed home runs while jogging, swimming, cycling the challenge would phone- apiece, a pass from Andre Boudrias Winnipeg net and when 
"I ran to the bag to cover Shoeless Joe Jackson in 1920 Dwight Evans added a or getting involved in some in the type and amount of Other Quebec scorers outside the Winnipeg goalie Joe Daley went down, 
and I was saying 'Please, and equalled Carl Reynolds double and two singles to other activity, activity they did to Par- were Pierre GuiLe, Paulin blueline. Guite spun around, Serge Bernier was there to 
God, don't make me touch in 1930. pace a 14-hit Boston attack. Medicine Hat had 32,000 ticipaction leaders in each Bordeleau, Serge Bernier skated in and planted a knock the rebound in. 
Graig Nettles hacked Don residents take part and city. and Curt Brackenbury with wrist shot in the mesh on the At 17:02. of the second 
it. I'm too nervous."' Spencer was taken out of LaCock scooped up the the game after hit~g his Gullet's foul>hit pitching Dan Labraaten scoring the Winnipeg netminder's glove period, Brackenbury scored to makeit  5-0 game. Serge 
ball and touched the bag second homer, with two towering home HANDBALL lone Winnipeg goal. " at side. 
himself and Colborn had his Larry I-lisle drove in four runs off Nolan Ryan to pace Labranten's goal came At 12:33, Winnipeg right- Bernier skated from his own 
no-hitter, a 6-0 victory runs andDave Goltz coasted the Yankees. G~et reded 2:47 of the final period on a winger Danny Lawson beat end past Winnipeg defen- 
Saturday nightforKansas behind Minnesota's 20-hit the first14 California bat- A I b rta take passfromWiliyLindstrom, the Nordiques' goalie with a ders and fired a pass to 
City Royals over Texas attack, ters in succession before e n S Lindsirom fireda quick shot slap shot, but referee Ran Brackenbury on the other 
from the far edge of the Ego ruled the goal was wing. 
circle to the right of Quebec scored on an offside and 
goalie Richard Brodeur. called it back: 
Rangers. I-lisle, who is playing out walking Don Baylor with 
In other American League his option, doubled home two outinthefifthinning, nat io  I tiLl ~r,0~eo~urys~otlowO • Daley's glove side for the 
action, Chicago White Sox two runs in the thirdninning Ran Jackson followed with a 
whipped Cleveland Indians and singled a pair across in double to break up Gullet's n a e Labraaten had no trouble Less than a minute later goal. i~ 
18-2, Minnesota Twins the sixth, no.hitter. , :leflecting the pass into the Paulln Bordeleau took a , The ~'~-ou~o~ the Nor-.- 
pastedT6i'oiit~ Blue Jays 13- Rusty Staub singled home In. National League pass ft0m"Setge'" Bernier 
3, Detroit Tigers edged the tying run in the sixth games, Reggie Smith drove MONCTON, N.B. (CP) -- Alberta and New Brunswick. net. Milwaukee Brewers 3-2, inning, doubled the go- in two runs with a homer Alberta defeated efending finished at 1-3. Sutherland's second goal behind the Jets net and cliques 15-12 in the second champion Quebec 17-16 Final standing in the of the game at 13:00 of the scored Quebee's second session and had two power- • play opportunities but furled 
Baltimore Orioles blanked ahead run across in the and single, Rick Monday Sunday to take the senior junior women's division saw. final period brought the goal. 
Oakland A's 2-0, Boston Red eighth and then scored what also homered and Charlie men's title in the Canadian Quebec finished with four' 12,445 fans in the Coliseum Then, with Bordeleau in to score as Brodeur was at 
Sox defeated Seattle proved Lobe the winning ~ Hough provided strong late- the penalty box, Sutheriand his best. 
Mariners 8-4 and New York on an error in the Detrok inning relief .to lead the r~-  Team Handball chum- wins and no defeats. Alberta to their feet. Yankees downed California victory, hot Los Angoras uoogers m pionships, was second at 2-2 and New Brackenbury set up the scored a shorthanded goal Quebec outshot Winnipeg 
a 54 victory over New York Wolfgang Blankenau, .a |rnnsWick last at 0-4. play with a pass to at 15:27. Winnipeg defen- 34.27 on the game. 
member of the 1976 
Angels 4-1. Mik~ Flanagan pitched a Mete. 
Colborn struck out six bat- fivehitter for his first major A two-run double by Larry Canadian Olympic team, 
ters, including Bump Wills league shutout and as the Biittner high!ighted a four- scored five times to pace the 
three times, and walked Orioles scoredtwiceinthe run thirdinnmgasChicago winners andRiek Lambert PUBLI0 §OT|6E 
only one. The Royals eighth inning. With one out, Cubs defeated Montreal and Ran Gorgichuk each • scored three times. 
defence also came to his aid AI Bumbry singled, Billy Expos 6-3. Claude Viens tallied six I ' 
" " limes in a losing cause while . . . . . . . . . . .  
NO PRAYERS SUNDAY Hughes de Roussan chipped in with four ,goals for the 
take ouo .o side. h Quebec  walked off with Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospital lmorgonoy Horton's o m e r s  the other three, cham- 
pionships, winning both the 
~unior men's andwomen's Publio Entranoes 
titles Saturday and the lead for his Rangers senior women's crown 
Sunday. 
Johanne Raft scored four Rolooation of and Please note that Mills Memorial Hospital Emergenoy Department' 
Willie Horton smashed home run in as many days Phillies' fourth in a row._ times tolead Quebec toa 14- 
three homers, driving in five • helped Boston Red Sox nip A three .run single ny 
runs, to lead Texas Rangers Seattle Mariners 5-4. Barry Bonnell in the eighth 5 win over Alberta in the to a 7-3 American League Steve Brye tripled and inning gave Atlanta Braves senior women's final, has kasn ' : : atsd to ths north side of the building, as shown in the diagram" below. 
Glenda Leach scored 
baseball  victory over scored on Don Money's a wild 15-12 victory over St. twice for the Albertans. 
Kansas City Royals Sunday. squeeze bunt in the 10th Louis. Cardin.als. The t;a~s In the most excitinL game 
to clim#x the final day of the The Texas slugger has inning to give Milwaukee had).unl~.,_out _ o_abaCI ~ t 
eight home runf for the Brewers a 3-2 victory over teaa, ou~,~uanm c,m~ ~;  t h r e e - d a y c h a m - ENCY~.  '. 
season, six of which have Detroit Tigers and a split in behind Jeff Burrouglm' two- 
come off Kansas City pit- their doubleheader. The Ti- run homer and Gary Mat- p ionships,nhost  new 
chore. Jim Fregosi also gers won the opener 5-3 in 10 thews' grand slam. Bake Brunswick ralled from a 7-5 , ' deficit at half time to "NEW EMERG 
homered for the Rangers. innings on Steve Kemp's McBride and_Jerry Mum- defeated Saskatchewan 14- 
Adrian Devine, 3-1., a tworundouble, pnreynomereaIor~t. L oum. ENTRANCE N 
reliever who started in place In the National League, Omar Moreno scored on- 13 in overtime to take third 
of the injured Nelson Briles Chicago Cubs swept both: Al. Oliver's single in. ~e place in the senior womens 
and held the Royals hitless endsof a doubleheader from eignm to snap a tie and me division. 
until the sixth, was the Montreal Expos as Jerry Pittsburgh Pirates past Manitoba wound up fifth • EMERGENCY ~ "" 
winner. Paul Splittorff, 1-4, Moralea knocked in two runs Houston Astros 3-1. John withal5.10winoverBritiah DOORS _F L --! / 
homered for the Royals. the 6-3 opener and then pinch-runner, singled home Ontario finished last in the 
A triple and two singles by ~troked a tworun single toA Steve Garvey in the 12th seven-team division, i 
Johnny Grubb powered help lead the~way in the 4-2" inning as Los Angeles Manitoba nipped Ontario 17-16 to finish third in the 
Cleveland Indians past niehtcan Dodgers edged New York senior men's division, i 
Chicago" White Sox 4-3. -~teverC~arlton 5-1, fired a Mete 4-3.. ' .  -. Brad Rayner and Rick 
Lamar Johnson homered for five-hitter and Jerry M~Rin tJary Noian won ms Chicago. drove in two runs with a second consecutive game Suffiod each scored four 
Minnesota Twins posted homer and single as and pinch-hitter John times for the winners and - 
their seventh victory in their Philadelphia Phillies Summers .hit.his first home Jack Diguilio had eight ' OLD MAIN ENTRANCE-'-7 =- ' - - ' .  [ 
last eight games wittr a 5-3 stopped San Diego Padres 5- run in a ~incmnati uniform goals for Ontario. 
decision over Toronto Blue 2. it. was Carlton s fifth as the Reds defeated San Reginald Levesque sc°red - - - - - -  ~ - ' - - "  . " (STAFF ONLY)" ~ I 
Jays in a rain-interrupted consecutive victory and the Francisco Giants 6-2. 11 goals as New Brunswick edged British Columbia 21- 
game. The Twins, behind' 20 to take fifth place. Conrad 
the hitting of Dan Ford and C Ferguson added five for the 
Craig Kusick, handed renshaw awesome Ps,c.  / I winners. 
Toronto rookie pitcher Jerry . wI.o ...__J L Garvin his first major i n  late rus  Tom Petorson Scored nine 
I OLD EMERGENCY league loss after five vic- E--'~-R'ANCE _~OLD EN , 
In addition, visitors parking and the main hospital ontranoe are now off II'a.gl ud, 
h o ie  i h .rues in a losing cause and 
sadde -- n I - -  Ben Crenshaw one under the demanding Saskatchewan finished 
Frank Tanana scattered madeupafivestrokedefieit par on the 7,190-yara' last in the seven-team ' , AFF ONLY) 
five hits, struck out 10 and in only six holes, swept past Colonial Country Club competition. In final games in the NEW PATIENT AND I I  / became the AL's first six- f ront - runn ing  John course. 
game winner in pitching Sehroeder with a31 on the The 25-year-old resident of junior men's division CE' , " [ [  
California Angels to an 6-2 back nine and stalked to a. Austin had a 72-hole total of Quebec was awarded a 10-0 VISITORS ENTRAN "x~ 
triumph over New York one-stroke victory Sunday in 282, eight under par and one default decision over 
Yankees. Baltimore moved the Colonial National In- in front of Schroeder, the Alberta. Manitoba dropped J ( 
leader since Friday's New Brunswick 28-9. .- into first place in the AL vitation Golf Tournament. -The final standing in the UAUGt~M0 
East as the Orioles edged Crenshaw was erratic second round, junior men's division saw 
Oakland A's 3-2. Pat Kelly with five birdies and four Sehroeder shot a 71-273 to 
sent Baltimore ahead with a. bogeys but claimed the fifth, win the second-place heque Quebec on top with a 4-0 I ~" 
fourth-inning RBI single, title of his young career and of $22,-800--considerably record. Ontario was second 
Carlton Fisk's second the $40000 first prize. He more than he won 'last Year' at 3-1 while Manitoba 
t 
i 
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I .  Coming  Events 
TheHerald, 3212 Kalum S~;  
P.O' Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357. Terrace 
Phone 632.5"/06. Kitlmet 
Sut~lpf lon rates: Single Copy 
20 oante. Monthly by ¢arrler 
Three Dollars (53.00). 
Yearly by mall In Conade 
M0.00. Senior Citizens $50.00 per 
year. ' 
Yearly by mall outslcle Conade 
$51.00. 
Authorized as eecond class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
aa..lflods due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of pbMIcstion. $2.00 
for f l r l t  20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
.clesslflIKI ads. 
I. Coming  Events 
WelgM Watchers masting held 
:everyTueedey at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unltod Church Hall, 4997 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace DupllcaM Bridge Club 
wi l l  commence play each 
Tuesday nlght at 7:30. Play wlll 
be In room 4, Catedon'~a High 
School. All brldgs players are 
Invited ' fo  attend. For; 
;partnership or informatlen 
phone 635-7356. (Cff) 
Thornhil l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School,' 7:15 p.m. 
I~"  members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
• Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
!1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (eft) 
INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at a 
In the Skeane Health Unit. For 
more  Information phone 635. 
2847 or635-302~ 
b~)et lng- •Terrace B,P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O~R.P. 
(Ladleq of ,the, .Rgyal Purple.) 
Second and Fourt~ Monday 'of 
• Month. 
Parents 
In Orisls 
Are you making your own fife 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
I~eceme the loving constructlvel 
parent you really went to be. 
All enquiries absolutely. 
confldontlal. Phone Mary or 
John - 635-4419 or Jane.  635- 
~07, (ctf) 
Kerm~le Four Wheelers 
Me~.lngs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Informat~n phone 635. 
3442. 
B.C." Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations. may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22,. 
Tar, aco, B.C. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
631-1021 
635-7423 
:The Sk~lefli G~d Band, Sto~le 
Band end the Terrace Purple 
~Bond, ell winners of the Pacific 
'N(~thweat Music Festival, will 
|be 91via9 their final night 
'conceal on May 13, at 8 I).m. In 
'the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
iEveryene Is Invited to attend. 
:(p~,7,g,9,10) 
Minus One S0clat.Club for single 
odulls IS holding a card party at 
• Teri'ace Hotel, Thursday, May 
19a18 p.m. For Inquiries phone 
635-5359 or 638.8294. (p12) 
I ,  
"The - Terrace • Liberal 
Association wil l  hold their 
monthly meeting May 19 at 8:30 
p.m. at the home of Jeyce 
Krause, 4806 Loan Ave. For 
further Information call 635. 
2156. 
The  Terrace Women's 
0~ganlzetlon will hold a 
mesflng May 12 at 8 p.m. et 3308 
• "Kelum St. (Child.Minding 
Contre). Anyone Interested In 
thestatus of women Is welcome. 
For further Informatlun contact 
Nice Chert.Wing, 635.7763. 
,lack Cook School Open House 
on Friday 131h. 2:30 to 5:00.. 
Refreshments will be served. 
I 
14.. Bu);iness Persona l .  
Rata-tilling done Wlth I ;ge  
tractor unit. Front.end bucket 
for spreading :sail or gravel. 
Thornhlll area preferred. Phone 
635-3478. (p9,12,161 
ABLE ELECTRIC-LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
iract lng. Free Estimates. 
'Phene635-S876or 631-1231. (ctf) 
KILGREN EX¢~,VATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaplng, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(ctf) 
TERRACE 6 3 5"6 3 5 7 
32. BicYcles, . Mot()rcycles 33. For  Sa le .  M isc .  " 
I 
1976 Kawaeaki 750. Wlnclshield, 
backrest, new fire chain anci 
sprockets. 50 plus mog. 6800 
miles. $1700. Phone 632.4451. 
(p10,12,14) 
i , i i  
For Sale: Westinghouse 
refrigerator. Beycrest washer. 
spin dryer: $100 each. Phone 
632.6271 after 5 p.m. (p9) 
Stereo: Sansul amplif ier, 
1974 Honda Elslnore Mt250 in turntable, large three-way 
good condition. It has been speakers. Owner leaving 
serviced and stored away. country, must sell. Best offer. 
Phone 632-7321. (p101 635.2621. (c.14) 
1974 750 Honda with extras. 
Phone 635.7982. (c12) 
For Sale: 450 Honda C.B., new 
paint lob, custom handlebars. 
Sissy bar, new tires, headlight & 
battery. Very good condition. 
Price $650., Phone ~35-3359. 
(~4,9,14) 
B&& & SON 
£EDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or phone 
635-3689 
Ter race ,  6.C. 
(off) 
'Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Iobless. Phone_ 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
MR. FIXlT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune.ups a 
speclelty. Phone 635.4602 (i17,9,101 
33. For Sale - Misc.  
For "Sale: Cop~rtone iS"cubic 
feat frldge and matching range. 
Best offer. Phone 635.3152. (p9) 
For Sale or Lease. Toyota 
Forklift. Capacity approx. 1500 
II0s. G0soline model. Also for 
sale. 7 button cash roglster. 
Phone 635-7706 after s:30. 
(c8,9,12,14) 
E~'enlngs. 635.4565 days. (ctf) 
I I  I 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
For Sale: one metal side-filing 
cabinet. Like new. Lacrosse 
Equipment. Phone 635.3620. 
SEARS-  Good selection of l 
box springs and maflresses I 
now in stock. | 
Watch thls space for our | 
unadvertised specials. I 
SAVE DOLLARS 
On factory - rebuilt engines call 
Sears today for complete in.~ 
formation. Do it yourself or 
installation arranged. Fast 
delivery. Put it on your Sears 
Account. Phone 635.6541. 
(C4,9,14,18,1,6,11,16,23,2) 
"Price Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. X- 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd. f t .  
,Economy. $40 per 1000 bd; ft. 
(ctf) 
Low Rates 
No lob too big or small, free 
eatlmates on remodelling, 
roofing, porch~s, siding, 
pelntlng, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635-4094 
ASk for John after 6 p.m..!ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
!Retrigeratlve Contracting and 
,household repairs. Phone 635. 
'5176 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
:.Webb; Ref r igerat ion  
.23 soucle 
0 
Au(h*orlzed 
Sarvlce Depot 
Repairs t0 Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
. . . .  L _ 
For Sale: Reko Logs, ready cut 
Spot Cash for Used "Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable items. 
, The Furniture Stall 
633-3202 
. Topquallty alfalpha, clover ano 
timothy mixture in bern. $70 par. 
ton or $1.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- 
:derhoot, B.C. (cff) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Rog!ster, a 
for cabins. 61/= '' plne logs, I size department, total, recon- 
18'x18'. Price $2,300. Sauna Size dlfioned, very reliable type of 
7'x14'. Price $1,100. Phone 635.. machine. Wlnderland Gene;:al 
5576. (c5,9,10,14,15,18,19,3) " 'Store, 3210 Kalum 5t., Terrace, 
635-4636, ctf 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S  " 
• SELLING 
R.V,  Par ts  & Auto  
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs ,  Hay 
Amer ican  and Impor t  
Cars. 
• 3026 Hwy.  16 East 
Straw 
Western Tack 
English Tack 
Grooming 
Equipment 
635-5617 
For Sale: spruce logs suitabt~ 
for log houses. 635.2503. (~.ctf); 
For Sale: heavy duty t ra i le r  
hitch with sway bars for pickup. 
Air cushion for cab over 
camper. Pump• for tidy tank.• 
Please call after 3 p.m. 638-1749. 
(o14) 
* I L, 
w.uow~ I ~  _ 
Phone 638.1710 
- i i 
19. Help Wanted 
• Pert time receptionist.typist 
required. Insurance and r.ear 
estate experience prefer/'ed 
Apply in person to Pruden 8/ 
Currle or Braid Insurance, 
Terrace. (c11) 
Needed Immediately: 3 eales 
representatives for Terrace, 
'Klflmat and Prince Rupert 
area. Female or male. Full time 
or part time. Age is no berrl'er. 
Apply at 4719 Lakelse Ave. in 
Terrace, B.C. (cl7) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, pert time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permit 
• required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi . 635.2242. (cff. 
MILLWRIGHT 
A millwright is wanted by a 
sawmill operating In the Prince 
George area. 
Contact: The Pas Lumber 
Company Ltd., Box 879, Prince 
George, B.C. Call collect 563. 
3651. (c10d2,141 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work,. 
rata,tilling, post hole digging. (P~) • .. : r . . . . . . .  Phone 
14. Busine~;s Personal ' 6~.6702 
(cff) ' ' 
• DO IT NOW 
k32 ~ Bicycles,  
.~ . 
Handyman Servlces: Homq Motorcyc les  
Repairs,, Painting, Odd Job~ 'For Sale: 1977 Yamaha 650. 
around the house and grounds 
(No lob.too small). Reasonable Less than 1000 miles. Includes 
back rest, luggage rack end 
rates. Phone skid bar. Still under" warranty.. 
635.2435 
(eft) Phone 638.1542. (p14) 
For Sale: One harvest gold 
Viking range. With continuous 
clean oven, retiserrle and meat 
probe. Phone 635-4557. (c14) 
Sankyo movie projector in 
excellent condition. Phone 632. 
7321. (pl0) 
For Sale: wringer washer. $50, 
Child's car seat. $10. Floor 
model B-W TV. $15. Phone 635. 
3475. (pl0) 
Clearing out stock of Amway 
products at cost. Also rumpus 
room pool table with balls and 
cues. After 5 p.m.. 638-1472. 
(pl0) 
KITIMAT 632-5706 
'48. Suites for  Rent 
Far 'eat :  duplex on bench. 
Large, 3 bedrooms, fenced. 
,Phone 635.7987 evenings. (ctf) 
I I 
Cedar Place 
Apar tments  
4631 Wa Ish  Avon ue 
Suite 113 
Terrace ,  B.C. 
6.35.7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge ~/~ stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area - 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment In town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(cff) 
-bedroom suite for rent. W-W 
carport fridge and stove in. 
cluded. Also heat and electricity 
Included. $165 per month. No 
pats. Available Jply 1. 635-3510. 
(pl0) 
For Sale: like new Singer I ~Ul t~O iUi  n~i i t ,  | 
sewing machine' Phone 635"2453 Keystone  I Cour f l  after 2:00. (pl0) 
IApar tments .  Of f ice No. 
37. Pets ' 12.4611 Scott .  One, two  I 
l and  three  bedroom|  
For Sale: Three six.week-old lapartments. I 
~rebred female boxer pups: " 635-5224 I 
Two red and one brlndle. Phone I 
635.2439. " (p12) " 
38 Wanted - Misc .  
t 
Wanted: 65 spruce or hemlock 
building logs. 18 to 20 Inches, 45. 
ft. long. Phone 635.3549. (p11)_ 
Wanted to buy: iackplne logs. 
, Phon e 635-2603. (cff) 
39. Boats & Eng ines  
Fat- Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mar~* 
cruiser. Inboard-outboard, 1 
year old. £2 hours. Call 635.6636." 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Phone 
638-1032, 
or 
635-4321 
I 
L49. Homes for Sale 
4 bedroom home, quiet area, 
close to clementary, high 
school, shopping. 2 baths, 
family room, storage shed, 
landscaped with garden. 
Fenced. 635-3896. (i19,10,14) 
Quiet country IIv!ng in town. 
Solid 2 bedroom house on well 
treed one acre lot. Low taxes, 
excellent garden soft. Priced 
low, owner anxious to move. 
Phone 635.7586. (p9,15,14,15,18) 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boosts 1800 sq. ft. of 
18' flbreglass over plywood 
boat. 80 HP Mercury. Asking 
$2250. Phone 635-2017. 
(p8,9~13,i41 
Hughes 29' sloop, ready to 
cruise. Atomic 4 IB, 5 sails incl. 
spinnaker, compas, sounder, 
CB, auto pl!ot, Espar furnace, 
dinghy, dodger and more. 
$19,500. 635-2615 Man. to Frl. 
6:00 p 7:00 p.m. (p13) 
.. comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. (eft) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition c~ltainlng 3 
IxIrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on V= acre on school bus 
-- run. Fenced and landscaped,~ 
green house, chicken house' 
For Sale: 1964 25 HP Mercury, 
and gas tank, less than 150 
hours running time. $300 firm. 
=Cal/lafler 6p.m: 635-2008. (C11) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room for rent for gentlemen. 
Large furnished room for rentl 
with kUcher) facilities. Private 
entrance, near town. Phone 635. 
4013. (ctf) 
47. "Homes for Rent 
Small one bedroom furnlo,ed 
duplex for rent at 968 Maun. 
tainvlew Blvd. Phone 635:2577. 
,(ctf) 
For Rent: 2 bdrm. house. 
WaSher & dryer. Partial ly 
furnished. $200 per month. 
Gossen Cr. Sub. 635-4336 after 5 
P.m. (pl0) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Consider long term lease. Stove 
& frldge if needed. Phone after 
6. 635.6809. (p13) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom cabin. 
Partially furnished. Lots of' 
yardspace. Reasonable rent, In 
Thornhlll. Available Ira. 
mediately. Call 635-3698. (clO) 
4 bedroom executive home for 
rent. Located on quiet street 
near hospital. For Information 
phone 962.6~62 in Prince 
Genrae. (c13) 
~ 48. Suites for Rent 
3 bdrm. partial bsmt. Large lot. 
Storage in attic. Garage & 
workshop. View 2506 Kenney. 
Phone 635.2547. !$29,500. 
(p5,10,15,19) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Lllfle Avenue 
Sleeping roopls, housekeeplnc 
unitS, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (cff) 
complete wlth chickens, large 
~ gordon area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
:all reasonable offers. Call 63~. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. (stf) 
L 
FOR SALE 
Sbedroom family home on two 
and ann.third acres. Barn and 
small panabode. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or phone 
635.3620 
after 5 p.m. (PIS) 
I 
For Sale: 3 bedroom house with 
2 bedroom basement suite. 
Suite has outside entrance. In 
town. Phone 635.9593, (I19,14) 
3 bedroom cosy type home. W.w 
carpet, flre'place. Reasonably 
prlc.ed. 1945 Bobslen Crescent.' 
Phone 635-3802 between 5 p.m: 
and 8 p.m. Asking $30,000. (c10) 
I I I I I • 
New three bedroom home on 
i large lot. Carpets throughout. 
Walnut cabinets. Basement 
Interior pertlal ly finished. 
Full price $43,500. Phone 
435.7367 
(C: 1,7.91 
m~lm.  
Older 1200 sq. ft. spllt-levdl, 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Reran. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home., 
Owner eager to sell. Make en 
offer. Will accept let or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112-562.6651 
or 635-7353 to view. (ctf) ' 
For Sale: beautiful og house on 
V= acre lot at Lakelse Lake. 
Includes propane stove and 
frldge, fireplace and more.. 
Serious Inquiries only. Contact 
A.15 Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park. (p11) 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, half 
'block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6. 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 • 
4530 Scott. (clf) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex 
with ful l  basement and 
fireplace. In town. Phone 635. 
5213. (ctf) 
49. Homes for  Sale 
I I 
'c;Imlly home on one acre m 
Bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable Iivtng. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. Cff 
el .  Business Locat ions 
For Rent: Ground-flo~"c:c~m- 
merclal or office space. 4646 
Lakelse. Phone 635-4925. (cff)' 
I 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636 
Manager 
(cf f)  
I 
OP ICE SPACe 
FOR RENT 
Approx. 600 ft. of office space. 
~rlme location. Phone 
635-2496 
(ctf) 
r • " -  . . . . .  
.52. Wanted to Rent  
WANTED 
4 bedroom furnished or semi. 
furnished house out-of.town as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at. 
635.6357 after 2 p.m. (stf) : 
55. P roper ty  fo r  Sale 
For Sale: 40 acres. 28 miles 
north of Terrace. Creek, good 
soft, mostly cleared and in 
pasture. V~ mile h/ghway 
frontage. 635.4305. (p7,9,12,14) 
56. Business Opportunity~ 
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. Priced to sell. 
,Phone 635.9471. (stf) . . . . . . . . . .  
", "'*'~ " *'" ....... :"':'-"--: "; ,S 
,57. Automobi les  
. r . . . . . . . .  
For Sale: 1968 "lnternatlondl:l/= 
ton. V-8 automatic. Phone 635. 
3378. Ctf 
For Sale: 1968 Ford LTD. 1963 
Chev Station Wagon. 1963 
Pontiac 4-dr. Sedan. Will 
conslder trade for plckup. 
Phone 635.9302 efler 6 p.m. 
(p12) 
For Sale: 1968 VW In good 
condition. 60,000 miles. $900.. 
635.4336 ¢fter S p.m. (p10) 
i I I 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 
dump truck' in good running 
condition. 
635-7838 
ctf 
For Sale: 1966 Volkswagen 
Beetle car without engine. 
Interior In good condition. $75. 
Jacuzzl water pump. One.third 
H.P. Like new. Asking $150. 
Uti l i ty trailer full of Chev 
:engine parts. Open to offers. 
638-1849. (p10) 
Consign Your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It" 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635-4373 
DL 0060SA ctf, 
|1  |1  
Lease  & Use'd 
Cars  fo r  Sale 
1973 Chev 4x4 
1972 'Mazda Pickup with 30" 
canopy. 
1975 Malibu 4door classic, V.S, 
auto. 
1974 Mazda Rotary Pick'up... 
1972 Chevelle H.T., V.e, auto, 
P.S. 
1974 Chevelle Mallbu Coupe 
1974 O/ds 4 door sedan, air 
cond. 
19;~4. (~,M.C. =/4 toln', 4X4. 
1970 Datsun P.U.. $345.00 ' 
1970 Chevelle Wagon. Rebuilt 
motor.and rearefld. 
1976 Chev Van. V.0, auto, 11,00¢ 
~lles. 
;1967 Mercury Cougar 2 dr. 
H.T, 
To View 
Copper Mountain Ent. Lid 
3026 Hwy. 16 E. 
.635.4373 
DL ~SA • ~ ,, , 
I I 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1972 Datsun fastback. 
One owner, dearly loved, low 
mileage. $1450. Phone days . 
632.7222. Evenings. 632.6569. 
(cl3) 
Transfers. Plates • Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith -. 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctff) 
REPOSSESSION F, OR SALE 
1963 IHC Tandem Dump Truck. 
1974 12x~ Vista Villa mobile 
home. Phone 635.6310. After 5 - 
635.9405. (cm,f) 
For Sale: 1968 Ford Mustang. 6. 
cylinder, standard tran- 
smission. Phone 635.S576. 
(c5,9,10,14,15,18,19,3) 
.For Sale: 1963 Marc duml~ 
truck. GVW 2400. Good running ~ 
condition all way round. Asking 
S1000. Phone 635.4094 after 6. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1975 Sierra Grande. 
Suburban GMC, 4 wheel drlve,i 
Complete with 800 lb, warn" 
winch and roof rack. Phone 63.5- !
7987 evenings. (ctf) 
1974 Bobcat'. Standard tran: 
smlselon, radial tires. 12,000. 
Phone 635-3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen verV 
little use. $800. (ctf) 
1965 Pontiac Parlslenne. 2B3 V8 
auto, power brakes. Excellent 
running condition. Good rubber. 
Phone 635.$367 after 6 p.m. 
(p4,9) 
I I 
,58. Mobi le  Homes 
For "Sale: 24x52 Safeway" 
cloublewide mobile home, 3" 
bedroom, 1V~ baths, utll ltyl 
room. Set up , /n  Woodland. 
Heights Trailer Court. Sacl;Iflcel 
at  $17,900. Owner being ~ 
transferred. Call 635-5627 after de, 
P.m. (c12) !" 
• 2 bedroom trailer for  rent. 
• .Phone 635.3202 or 635-23611. (c:tf) 
, . . k3  
For  SaJe: 30 ft. trailer with I 
triple axle with ball hitch. Nse 
one triple axle with springs and 
electric brakes. Ball hitch an 
fifth wheel honk.up. All for 
13,000. Ask for Gary. Phone 847-. 
3702. Call after S p.m. (I191 
GOSSAN. 
CREEK 
On 1.86 ecrelot. 1100 sq. ft. of 
living area In this 12](43 mobile 
home with 14x43 addition. This 
home is completely flnlshod 
with a carport & patio doors 
lead from master bdrm. to a 
sundeck. 
Lot Is landscaped, featuring, 
established berries, frul~ 
trees, lots of perennials, lawn 
;& garden area. Also roo~ 
cellar, garden shed, work. 
shed, chicken pen. Taxes $50 
last yr. Washer, dryer, frldge; 
stove included in the low price; 
of $29,500. Phone 
635.2968 days 
635-7749 evenings 
(p2,3,4,8,9) 
1:or Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) 
1973 Chevy. 1/2 ton p'lckup, d Take over bank paymanti on 
cylinder, 3 speed. 1972 Chevy i/~ • 12'x62' Ambauador mobile 
ton pickup. 4x4. 307, va, 4 speed~ 
1973 Datsun 610. Good ml!eage 
car. 635.6880. (p11) 
home. Large 2 bedroom low 
• shack attached. Phone 635-4789. (p,.) _ 
% 
1972 Datsu;~ Pickup. 1974 66. Campers ' .  
Datsun 2 'door. 1973 Ford ; 
crewcab, !973 Ford ~ ton. Call For Sale: 1968 travel tralf!r.. 
635.6636or2609 Skeena St. (ctf) Phone 635.4246. (c9) 
Fo r . Sa!e: 36.pass~lgsr " S~001 
bus. Phone 635.2600 till 5 'p.m. 
.635-6.937.- ev.en.lng.s. (df)'* 
1974 Toyota Corona. Four door, 
stick, radial tires. Excellent: 
condition. Owner leaving: 
country, must sell. Best offer. 
635-2621. 
For Sale: 1974 Ford Capri. V6, 
motor with headers and 4.spae~ 
trans. Also has aluminum mags 
& B.F. Goodrich T-A radials. 
$5,000 or best offer. Phone 635 
4450 after 6 o'clock. (p141 
1967 Ford Falrlane 289 euto. 
Excellent condition. Phone 635. 
9993after 9:30 p.m. ASk for Ted, 
Room 203, A Dorm, Northwest 
College. (p7,8,10) 
58. Mob i le  Homes ." 
For Sale: 1974 Monarch 
Modullne trai ler.  Frldge & 
stove. Located in 1. P/no Park. 
Will sell furnished if necessary.' 
Will consider rental purchase:' 
635:3246. (cff) 
Well kept deluxe 3 bdrm. 12x68 
Safeway Manor. Unfurnished 
but Includes frldge, steve, 
skirting, Joey shack. Excellent 
buy. $9,500. Phone 635.2715. 
(p9) 
TR/[iLER 
AND LOT 
FOR SALE 
1972 three bedroom Copewood 
set up and skirted on 75x200 
fenced lot. Jooy shack Is In- 
sulatod and wired. Make an' 
ofterl Phone 635.4454 after 6. ~H 
For:Sale: 13 ft. 1975 Triple E 
trailer. Like new. Has all ex- 
has. Phone 632.6991 after 5p.m. 
(clO) 
1970 Keplun hardtop tent 
trailer. Apply 32 Pine Park 
Trailer Court or phone 638-1804 
after 4 p.m. (c11) 
For Sale: 10' camper. Sleeps 
five. 3.burner propane stove & 
Icebox. Best offer. Phene 635.- 
3152. (pg)  
1974tent railer. Hardtop, three 
wings, sleeps 6. Hardly u~od, 
Owner leaving country, must 
self. Make offer. Phone 63~2621 
(c~) 
1975 23 ft. Rustler travel trailer 
.and 1975.'Jlmmy 4x4. Fully. 
eq.ulppad.'phgne 6~-29~ after 
p.n~. (p l0) : . '  
For Sale: 1970 eleven ft. Win. 
nabogo pickup camper. Sleeps 
four. Asking $1,500. 632.6524 
after 5 p.m. (p9) 
For Sale: 8 ft. Va,s~uerd 
camper. 1973 model. Frldge & 
steve. Con be seen at no. 7 
Sunnyhlll Trailer Court. Asking 
$1095. (pg) 
For Sale: 10'xS2' Buddy mobile 
home. No. 17 Timberland 
Trailer Court. Asking Ibl,500. 
Phone 635.S087. (p9) 
: 1973 Apaleche travel trailer. 23' 
• with A.C, furnace, frlclge, stove, 
shower, full length awning c-w 
acld.a.room, AM.FM stereo & 43 
track. Excellent condition. 
$7,000 value. Will Secrlflce at 
$5,900. 632.5215 .after 5 p.m. 
(pl0) 
1974 Tent Trellerl Hsr~op, • 
three wings. Sleeps six. Ex. 
cellent condition. Owner 
leaving country, must sell. Best 
offer. 635-2621. 
[~[ :~ ' (~[ l ,~ '  I .  REALTY  LTO., 
Phon'e:' 632.6185 
.q 
25 TEAL STREET 95 OMINECA STREET 
Neat four bedroom home has a New hot water tank, new fuel L 
lot of new panelling. New" tank and plumbing fixtures In 
ceiling tile in living room. bathroom and kitchen. Fenced 
Good location. Treed lot on backyerd and new shingles on 
quiet street, roof. Large carport and paved 
$37,000.00 driveway. Wall to well s~og 
carpet In l iving ~n'ea. 
Fireplace, S|9,9_~j00.. 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  KIT IMAT,  B.C. 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 6324115 
D.R. (Dave) B~rctay ¢12.34411 
K.D. (Kay) Schboley 432461;'4 
R.E. fEd) S¢eif,~. 132,4~. 
l i I I | |1  " 
O , 
d 
¢ 
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"$OLV/NG" CITY'S DRUG PROBLEM 
Giant  needle dries heroin 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Lowell Darling thinks he has 
solved this city's heroin 
problem. 
Darling, who refers to 
himself as the world's only 
practising urban acupunc- 
turist, employing a 
variation of acupuncture, 
stuck a five-foot wooden 
needle into one of th~ city's 
needle are emanating 
through the airwaves, 
drying up the flow of heroin. 
Darling has no idea how it 
works. 
"Like a scientist I'm not 
certain what I'm doing," he 
said. 
He said he has nailed 
down nearly every city in 
the western world so they 
won't fall off the earth 
So far that treatment has 
been successful, he notes. 
After the 1971 earthquake 
in California's San Fer- 
nando Valley, Darling and 
some friends laced up the 
San Andreas Fault with 
rawhide as strategic points 
between Los Angeles and 
San Francisco. 
As a result, all tremors 
have since been held to a symbolic ears, radio station 
CFRO, on Friday. because of the excess weight minimum, he claims. 
He said that electric of over-population coupled Darling said that New 
charges passed along the with centrifugal force. York turned down his offer 
to solve that city's woes last 
POLYGAMIST MOURNED Yneawr"and"'l°°k whereit's at 
BY HIS 36 OFFSPRING 
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah prayer given by another 
(AP) -- Thirty-six children Allred brother, who asked 
of murdered polygamist 
leader Rulon AUred, T1, 
sang eulogies Saturday as 
the naturopathic physician's 
body lay in an o~n coff~ a~ 
the base of a nigh scnoo 
auditorium stage. 
More than 1,500 persons 
attended services conducted 
by Allred's family: His 
brother Owen urgea me 
slain leader's followers not 
'to try to avenge his death. 
Allred was shot six times 
Tuesday b~, two women who 
entered h~s suburban Salt 
Lake City office where, as a 
naturopath, he . treated 
illnesses without using 
dr~gpo~ee still are seeking the 
amUants. 
,Polygamy was not 
si~ecifieally mentioned 
.dtFing the services except 
in a line of the opening 
of World Problems in 
HollFwood, he said, setting 
up m a building between 
Woody Woodpecker's. studio 
and a sexual "aid factory. 
He was uprooted from 
there when his landlord sold 
the place, so he now lives out 
of his pink and black 1956 
Plymouth Plaza. 
Darling has been saving 
the world for years. 
In 1971, when there were 
fears in Canada bout radio- 
active fallout from un- 
derground United States 
nuclear testing, Darling 
said, he wrote to Prime 
Minister Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau. 
He suggested Canada 
erect 40-storey electric fans 
at the border to repulse the 
radiation and build a huge 
,68'~ Legal 
MECHANIC'S LIEN 
ACT SALE 
TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. 
Announces the Followi.g Sale 
~:HATTEL OWNER: Ed 
~)aldlng 
AMOUNT DUE: $2,008.39 (plus 
Sale Costs) 
CHATTEL: 1975 Buick Sky 
Hawk 
SERIAL: 4S07C52117208 
SALE DATE: June 2rid, 1977 at 
10:00 a.m. 
TERMS: Cash prior to removal 
SALE PLACE: Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd., 4916-Highway ld 
West, Terrace, Brit ish 
Columbia V8G 1L8. 
Sealed bids should be for. 
warded to the above address 
together with the Certlfle0 
Cheque payable to Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. for 10 per cent o! 
the bid. 
Chattel can be Inspected at 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd., 
4916 Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
British C01umbla. (c12) 
Darling, 34, based his 
treatment Friday on the 
Southeast Asian method of 
inserting electr ical ly- 
charged needles in addicts' 
earlobes to ease their with- 
God to bless Ailred's "wives drawal pains. 
and children." In a Patrick Ready, Darling's 
biography, only the first electronics expert, pedalled 
marriage was mentioned, a bicycle generator which 
when Allred was. 19. transmitted electric urrent 
Allred was described as a through a light bulb into the 
man faithful to the prin- oversized needle. 
ciples of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints Darling wore a black hood 
(Mormon). He and other during the treatment, which 
polygamists have been 
excommunicated from the 
Mormon' church for con- 
tinuing plural marriage, 
banned by the church in the 
late 1800s. He became interested in 
Twenty of Allred's sons- world problems while a 
were listed as honorary "student at South Illinois 
pallbearers. Sixteen sons University, where he 
and 20 daughters, in worked with inventor Buck- 
separate Choruses, sang minster Fuller on popu- 
religious songs, lation crisis films. 
His sons and daughters "I quit," he said. "I didn't 
ranged in age from about 10 have his faith. 
to their early 400. He established the Centre 
plexi-glass hield along the 
country's northern frontier 
to protect he southern part 
of the country from the 
ensuing Arctic draught. 
• But, "upon careful study" 
-of  the plan, the prime 
minister's office replied that 
it "would leave Canada in a 
he said was to protect his vacuum." 
identity from the city's irate Darling, wizo has a 
addicts and dealers when masters degree in fine arts, 
the heroin supply is _ earns his living by lecturing 
• depleted, at universities about his- 
exploits. 
He now moves on to 
Bellingham, Wash. where,• 
he said, his services are 
needed to  fend off oil 
tankers and to increase the- 
flow of fish. 
He will use even larger 
needles for thattreatment. 
CONTROLLING N.SALES 
Restraints on plutonium 
too strict for Europeans 
OTTAWA (.CP) - -  The 
Trudeau cabinet will soon be 
faced with the question of 
whether Canada has been 
too strict in its demands for 
nuclear safeguards from 
customers and potential 
customers. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
indicated this last week 
following the economic• 
summit meeting in London 
where leaders of seven 
industrial countries decided 
on a two-month study of 
nuclear energy and its 
safety. 
Trudeau said at a news 
conferences in London and 
Paris that the cabinet must 
decide whether to permit 
sales of uranium to Europe 
on an interim basis while the 
study is in progress. Canada 
is in various stages of 
safeguard negotiations with 
68. Legal '  
DEPARTMENT OF DEPARTMENT 
PUBLIC WORKS OF FORESTS 
NOTICE 
SEALEDTENDERS, marked TIMBER SALE A.09217" 
Exterior Painting - Residence Sealed tenders will be 
at 7 Kltlope SWeet, Kltlmet, received p the District" 
British Columblb for Painting 'Forester a y Prince Rupert, 
Exterior as per Specifications ;Brltlshcolumbla, not lafer than 
wil l  be, accepted by the. 11a.m. on the 31st day of May, 
Honourable the Minister, 1977for the purchaseof Llcence 
Department of Public Works, c- A.09217, to cut 735,200 c.f. of 
0 Foreman of Works, 4827 Kelth Hemlock, Cedar, Balsam and 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 2 trees of other species located 
p.m., June 3, 1977. Lot 6257 and 6259 approx. 0 
Tendering documents may be miles south of Terraceon Beam 
. obtained from Ministry of Station Road. C.R. 5. 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth One (1) year will be allowed 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and also far removal of timber. The 
viewed at Government Agent's successful-f~+ndere~ will not be 
Office, Kitlmaf, B.C. on and considered as +an established 
after t~y  13, 1977. operatorj for • the purpose of 
The lowest or any tender will applyln~g for further timber 
not'necessarily be accepted, within the Skeena Public 
For Minister of Public Works, Sustained.Yield Unit. 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, Particulars 'may be obtalne6 
British Columbia. (c10,11) from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia, or the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
Columbia. (cl,6,1L16) 
DEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
DEPARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC WORKS 
NOTICE 
SEALE D TENDERS, mirkm 
Exterior Painting - Rmld~o 
lit 7 Kltlope Street, Kltlmld 
Brltl=h Columbia for Palnflnl 
Exterior as per SpeclflcMIml 
wil l  be accepted' by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Department of Public Works, c- 
o Foreman of Works, 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 2 
p.m., June 3, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and also 
viewed at Government Agent's 
Office, Kltlmat, B.C. on and 
after May 13, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
For Minister of Public Works, 
Par|lament Buildings, Victoria, 
British Columbia. (c10,11) 
TIMBER SALE A.09219 
Sealed tenders wil l  be 
received by the District 
F0rester- at Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, not later than 
11 a.m. on the 31st day of May, 
1977 for the purchase of Llcence 
A.09219, to cut 553,300 c.f. of 
Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock and 
frees of other species located 6 
miles south of Terrace on High- 
way 25. C.R. 5 
One (1) year will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
"successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained:Yield Unit. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the'Distr ict Forester, 
Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia, or the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
ColtJmbla. (cl,6,11,.16) 
three European uranium 
customers. 
But the cabinet discussion 
in the next couple of weeks 
will go deeper than interim 
arrangements, government 
officials say. Expanding on 
Trudeau's remarks, of- 
ficials say the cabinet must 
decide whether Canada can 
agree to let Europeans 
reprocess  Canadian 
uranium. 
Reprocessing is the 
rejuvenation of spent fuel 
from nuclear reactors into 
plutonium which can be 
used in weapons. Canadians 
and Americans oppose it 
and Europeans upport it. 
The study and cabinet dis- 
cussion come after Prime 
Minister Trudeau and 
United States President 
Jimmy Carter waged a 
strong battle against Eu- 
ropeans at the seven- 
country economic summit a 
week ago. • 
The battle, was over 
whether Americans and 
Canadians are demanding 
too much from Europeans in 
their attempt o stop the 
proliferation of nuclear ex- 
Plosious. 
The study seeks to_ 
determine whether nuclear 
• power can be expanded--as 
higher petroleum prices 
indicate it should--without 
setting off bi~ bangs all over 
the world. 
Canada now forbids repr- 
ocessing by its nuclear 
customers. It told South 
Korea it could not have a 
,Candu reactor if it followed 
through on plans to acquire 
reprocessing equipment. It
cut off nuclear co-operation 
with Pakistan because that 
country would not give up 
plans to acquire such 
equipment from France. 
Carter has moved the U.S. 
out of reprocessing and 
Canada says the only use for 
reprocessing is to make 
weapons-grade plutonium. 
Europeans, particularly 
the French and West Ger- 
mans say reprocessing has 
peaceful uses such as in 
fast-breeder reactors that, 
once started, create their 
own fuel. 
FOR SALE 
VULCAN 
MACHINERY &I
E QUL/PDM EN T 
Cowart Road 
~RINCE GEORGE, B.C 
Phone: 564-0101 
Offers You: 
TREE FARMER 
KOEHRING-BANTAIV 
BOMAG 
LOED 
HYDRO-AX 
C.S. JOHNSON ' 
Contact: 
Garry Curtis 
Sales Representative 
Clearwater, B.C. 
i Phone: 674-9692 
On Kleanza Drive 
1067 sq. ft. modular home on 
full basement. Includes 
frldge, stove, washer & dryer, 
3 bedrooms. Sltuated on 2.07 
acres with year-round creek. 
Mostly landscaped with good 
garden spot, greenhouse and 
fool shed. 
Asking $38,900 
Will consider mobile home or 
motor home as down 
payment. For more in. 
formation phone 
¢p.13). 635-3469 , 
'Owner "leaving soon • price 
lowered. A cozy 3 bedroom, 
modernly built home in 
Thornhlll. Features a lovely 
mural In living room 
fireplace . dining rm. with 
patio doors • sundeck, lots of 
kitchen cupboards • attractive 
bathroom workshop 
laundry rm. This 1800 sq. Jt. 
home sits on two-thirds acre,.. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Taxes $51.00 only. To view 
~hone anytime: 
Cc.ls) 635-3986 
Aspen Plank 
4x8 
OHANNELED 
ASPENITE 
,/0,, $13,26 
7/16" 
1/4" 
4x8 
ASPENITE 
$4,95 -,, 
'"'" $U6, - ,  
OHAIN LINK 
FENOE 
36"x60' 
SGm9~ Vinyl 
Ooated ~;~4=77 roll 
Type 10 1(3 
OEMENT 
88 Ib, Saok 
PARTIOLE 
Bt)ARD 
4x8 6/8" 
I; .8S ~ t C shoel 
3/8" D-Grade 
PLYWOOD 
4x8 shod 
Deoorator 8 '~~ 
ARBORlilE 
4x8 shoot 
15,!6 
OLYMPIO 
STAIN 
$12.95,, 
EOONO 
STUDS 
eONUOa 
NAILS 
21A '' thru 4" 
• 50 Ib, carton 
$16,88 
MTD, 3~' I MTD, 18" - 
GAS 
LAWNMOWER 
Brigs-stratton Motor 
ELEOTRIO 
LAWNMOWER 
Noma 100' 
HD 
ELECTRIC 
OORD 
He, W4100 
$113.95 I $92.55 I $14.95 
Buokorfiold'o 
Parkland 
GRASS 
SEED 
1 Ib, covers 150 oq. fl, 
$1.47 
Thermos 
PiCNiC 
OOOLER 
$18,96 
Thermos 
,lUG 
$7.98 
